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Briefly 
Inside 
Is it soup yet?: 
UCF and Reach Out are 
sponsoring a soup kitchen 
every Friday. 
See page three. 
Home again: 
The falcons face the Uni- 
versity of Cincinnati's Bear 
cats Saturday at Doyt Perry 
Field. 
See page four. 
Local 
Disordered eating: 
The Greater Toledo Nutri- 
tion Council is pleased to 
announce their fall program 
"Disordered Eating." 
The presentation will take 
S'lace Wednesday, Sept. 25 
rom 7 to 9 p.m. at the Dris- 
coll Center on the Universi- 
ty of Toledo campus. The 
Srogram is free and open to 
le public. Call 382-5629 for 
reservations. 
Get registered: 
Wood County residents 
may register to vote either 
in the office of the Board of 
Elections, fifth floor. 
County Offices Building, or 
at any of the permanent of- 
fices established throughout 
the county. People can also 
register to vote when renew- 
ing their driver's license at 
the Deputy Registrar's Of- 
fice in Perrysburg and 
Bowling Green. 
The Board of Elections' 
phone number is 354-9120. 
Calling all dancers: 
Open auditions for the 
Toledo Ballet Association's 
annual presentation of the 
Nutcracker Ballet will be- 
gin Sunday, Sept. 29 at 
Toledo Ballet Headquar- 
ters, Franklin Park Mall. 
Questions should be di- 
rected to the headquarters 
at 471-0049. 
Nation 
Suicide statistics: 
ATLANTA—A new fed- 
eral survey of high school 
students found that 27 per- 
cent "thought seriously" 
about killing themselves in 
the preceding year, and one 
in 12 said they actually 
tried. 
The U.S. Centers for 
Disease Control survey also 
found that 2 percent said 
they sustained injuries seri- 
ous enough to require medi- 
cal attention after suicide 
attempts. 
The CDC's report also 
noted previous studies 
showing that suicide rates 
among Americans ages 15 
to 19 have quadrupled in 
four decades, from 2.7 per 
100,000 in 1950 to 11.3 in 1988. 
Lottery picks: 
Here are the Ohio Lottery 
selections made Thursday 
night: 
Pick 3 Numbers: 6-8-0 
Pick 4 Numbers: 2-0-9-7 
Cards: 2 (two) of Hearts 
K (king) of Clubs 
3 (three) of Diamonds 
10 (ten) of Spades 
The Super Lotto jackpot is $8 million. 
Weal her 
Sunny and cool: 
Today, mostly sunny and 
continued quite cool. High in 
the upper 50s. Northwest 
winds 10 to 15 mph. Tonight, 
clear with scattered frost. 
Low in the upper 30s. Satur- 
day, sunny and a little 
wanner. High in the mid 
compiled from local and 
wire reports 
Fears of 
another 
Iraqi war 
dispelled 
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Bush 
administration tried to quell talk 
of a new war with Iraq on Thurs- 
day, a day after raising the possi- 
bility of sending U.S. planes to 
protect U.N. inspectors. Presi- 
dent Bush denied he was spoiling 
for a fight and the Pentagon said, 
"Nobody is going anywhere." 
Bush denounced Iraqi Presi- 
dent Saddam Hussein as a "bru- 
tal dictator," but only in the 
course of a quick reference to the 
Gulf War during a speech on do- 
mestic matters. 
The president had said 
Wednesday he was "fed up" with 
Saddam and ready to back up his 
frustration by deploying U.S. air- 
craft if Iraq continued to inter- 
fere with U.N. teams searching 
for its weapons of mass destruc- 
tion. 
Defense Department spokes- 
person Pete Williams refused to 
comment on the alert status of 
any U.S. forces, saying the Pen- 
tagon doesn't comment on "con- 
tingency plans." 
He did say that U.S. Patriot 
missiles will be leaving bases in 
Europe soon for Saudi Arabia. 
Williams said there was "no in- 
creased threat" that sparked 
their move. The antimissile 
weapons were requested by King 
Fahd because the Saudis "feel 
threatened" by Iraq since Bagh- 
dad "continues to try to sidestep 
the U.N. Security Council resolu- 
tion on destroying their ballistic 
missiles," Williams said. 
"This is a deterrent to make it 
clear to our friends and to the 
Iraqis that the United States is 
prepared to do whatever is neces- 
sary to defend its interests and 
the interests of its allies in the re- 
gion," Williams said. 
A Patriot missile unit is com- 
posed of 95 soldiers, but Williams 
did not say how many persons 
would be going to Saudi Arabia. 
Nor would ne say how many 
missiles will be sent to Saudi 
Arabia, when they are scheduled 
to depart, or how long they will 
remain there. 
Free Fallin 
Skydive BG Instructor Berale Steinbaugh begins bis freefall de- 
cent from 5,500 feet over Wood County Airport Thursday after- 
noon. Steinbaugh, Ronda Cheever and Dale Maddoz jumped as 
part of a skydiving exhibtion, which included a drawing for a free 
tandem jump, won by junior Shane Stachler. 
Professor to study school crimes 
New Justice Department grant makes further research possible 
by Doug Baker 
general assignmeni reporter 
It has been said that crime does 
not pay, but for one University 
Erofessor the study of crime cer- 
linly does. 
Steven Lab, an associate 
professor and director of the Uni- 
versity's criminal justice pro- 
gram, has been given a $48,814 
grant from the ITS. Justice De- 
partment to study the causes and 
consequences of school crime. 
Lab and fellow researcher John 
Whitehead of East Tennessee 
State University will be examin- 
ing data gathered from a 1989 
national crime survey that polled 
15,000 students — ages 12 through 
19 — on school crime. 
"We will be looking at crimes 
basically against students, from 
gang fights to theft," Lab said. 
"We are trying to find out what 
factors are related to the level of 
school crime." 
"Any large school system has 
some problems of school crime 
and victimization, but it's not a 
blackboard jungle," Lab said. 
"The number of students who are 
victims of crime is fairly small." 
The survey was taken from 
random schools across the coun- 
try, and is thought to be the first 
project to ask students how they 
view crime in their schools. 
Lab and Whitehead's hypothe- 
sis is that schools with more rigid 
disciplinary practices will have 
lower levels of crime. 
The differences between public 
and private schools will also be 
examined, as well as the effect of 
hallway monitoring and how the 
school day is structured. 
The researchers hope to com- 
Slete their work by May 1992, and 
le results will be published. 
Lab is the author of Crime and 
Prevention Approaches, Prac- 
tices and Evaluation, and the co- 
author of Introduction to Justice, 
published by Anderson Press. 
Challenges, chow 
{promised by UA O 
for weekend bash 
by Sherry Turco 
contributing reporter 
University Activities Or- 
ganization wants students to 
eat and run this weekend. 
Chow and Challenge '91 will 
occur before the home game 
against Cincinnati Saturday 
on the green area between 
Harshman and Kreischer Quadrangles. 
UAO, Harshman Quadra- 
ngle and Harshman Food 
Operations will co-sponsor 
the afternoon of recreation 
for University students. 
"Our goal this year is to 
Sear it towards the students. 
fe want everyone to be psy- 
ched up for the game to cheer 
the team on, said Gayle 
Thatcher, UAO publicity di- 
rector. 
A triathlon, starting at 10 
a.m. on the intramural fields 
next to the Ice Arena, will be 
the challenge of the event. 
Last year, instead of a triath- 
alon. a Softball tournament 
was held. 
"The sports event was so 
well attended last year that 
we decided to hold a sports 
event again," said Jennifer 
Purdy, UAO vice president 
and chairperson of the event. 
"The committee decided to 
hold a triathlon instead of a 
softball tournament for the 
Chow and Challenge, but we 
had to limit it to sixteen 
teams of ten people." 
The triathlon will consist of 
volleyball, softball and tug-of- 
war competitions. 
The grand champion prize 
for the winning team is $150 
for the team, a plaque and 
T-shirts. Other prizes will be 
provided from Trios restau- 
rant. 
A picnic from 11:30 a.m. to 
3:30 p.m. will accompany the 
triathlon with Food Opera- 
tions providing the chow — 
chicken, hamburgers, hot 
dogs, ribs, pizza, coleslaw, 
sno-cones, salads and french 
fries. The University debit 
card will be accepted, as well 
as cash. 
The Rich Michel Band will 
provide entertainment from 
noon to 3 p.m. The picnic and 
band will be located on the 
green area between Harsh- 
man and Kreischer Quadra- 
ngles. 
The UAO's fall recreation 
event is in its ninth year at the 
University. This is the first 
year Chow and Challenge has 
been the theme. 
"We try to organize at least 
three events each year so the 
students can get involved 
with the University," Purdy 
said. 
The rain site for the triath- 
lon is Eppler Gymnasium, 
and the food and entertain- 
ment will be provided in 
Harshman cafeteria. 
Humans 'out of space'; 
speaker urges education 
by Lucinda Bobbins 
city reporter 
Overpopulation and greed from 
the industrialized United States, 
Japan and Europe are destroying 
the world's natural habitat, ac- 
cording to Hugh Iltis, Curator 
of the Herbarium, department of 
botany, University ot Wisconsin- 
Madison. 
Iltis came to Bowling Green 
with the help of an anonymous 
donor to speak for a new class in 
biodiversity offered by the envi- 
ronmental studies and biology 
departments. 
Iltis said the human population 
has grown too rapidly and is de- 
stroying the planet. 
"The reality is we are out of 
space." Iltis said. "We are a spe- 
cies that is cutting out our own 
habitat and that of our children." 
Iltis attacked the religious and 
conservative community for be- 
ing against birth control and 
abortion. 
"I'm not in favor of abortion, 
nobody is," Iltis said. 
Yet, we gain 250,000 new people 
on the earth each day. This is like 
adding one Bowling Green to the 
population every 21/2 hours, Iltis 
said. 
Considering the population 
overflow, people "should not 
have children that are unwanted 
and unloved," he said. 
With the population growing as 
it is, Iltis said, we will have two 
choices: "to voluntarily encour- 
age birth control, education and 
free abortion or we will have to 
have forced abortions." Iltis 
spoke of China's one-childHier- 
family regulation as one radical 
but useful method of controlling 
the population. 
nlis said the recent world popu- 
"The reality is we 
are out of space. We 
are a species that is 
cutting out our own 
habitat and that of 
our children. You 
cannot have anything 
survive unless you 
save the habitat to 
which it's adapted." 
—Hugh Iltis, 
department of botany 
lation increases have brought on 
continual habitat erosion. 
"You cannot have anything 
survive unless you save the habi- 
tat to which it's adapted," he 
said. 
With the extensive technologi- 
cal agricultural progress we have 
made, we have stripped the land 
and ruined biodiversity, Iltis 
said. 
"We are as guilty as the people 
in Brazil for destroying biodiver- 
sity," Iltis said. 
In order to feed the world's 
rapidly growing population, some 
groups are calling for increased 
agricultural production in under- 
developed areas of the world. 
Iltis said that not only will this 
lead to further destruction of 
habitats, but also with increased 
[iroduction comes increased poi- 
nt ion. 
He also said that many of the 
proposals for increased produc- 
tion are unrealistic and even im- 
possible. 
Iltis cited an article from the 
National Research Council, 
which said we currently use 40 
percent of the planet's pho- 
tosynthetic productivity. In addi- 
tion, it states that an attainable 
five- to tenfold increase in pro- 
duction is necessary to sustain 
growing population. 
ntis said this is "an example of 
unmitigated nonsense . . . How 
could one increase productivity 
100 percent beyond total global 
capacity?" (5 times 40 percent 
equals 200 percent). 
"The tropical rain forest is a 
non-renewable resource," he 
said. 
Iltis explained land in the rain 
forest is not capable of sustaining 
long-term agricultural growth 
and the rainforests will never be 
able to return. 
We would need seeds to replant 
all of these plants, and we do not 
have them, Iltis explained. 
ntis said what we need to do for 
underdeveloped countries is to 
refrain from polluting their land 
with our factories, to put political 
Eressure on them to lower popu- 
ition, to educate their people and 
provide fellowships, to provide 
tree contraceptives and to pro- 
vide free abortion clinics. Leslie 
Bodenberg, senior environmental 
policy maior, said, "It's ignorant 
to ignore the population problem. 
People are closing their eyes be- 
cause they're scared and hiding 
behind religion." 
ntis encouraged education and 
activism from members of the 
class. "We need people who will 
speak out from Knowledge, not 
from faith," he said. "You owe it 
to future generations to leave a 
decent world," ntis said. 
' 
Opinion 
MATTHEW A. DANKMAN, EDITORIAL EDITOR.  372-6966. 
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Ear to the ground 
The Equal Opportunity Committee 
wants to call a rain delay before 
students and teachers reach first base. 
A policy statement recommending 
guidelines concerning amorous re- 
lationships between students and Uni- 
versity instructional staff was sent by 
the EOC to the Senate Executive 
Committee for consideration. 
Is the SEC going to say "Hose 'em 
down, young stallions," or let us con- 
tinue getting A's by talking sweet to 
some TA? The University is breathless 
with anticipation. 
** * 
Investigative Reporter newsflash: 
Food Operations pays $4.93 for a case 
of soda. They charge us $14.40.1 don't 
know whether to be peeved at being 
gouged for a can of Diet Coke, or im- 
pressed at having a Food Op smart 
enough to make a lot of dough (pun in- 
tended). 
Milk — it does a body good. 
• * * 
Idle thought... 
With all his fascination for a New 
World Order and hi-tech weaponry, is it 
possible George Bush is a closet Trek- 
kie? Just look at the evidence: 
• The Federation was made up of a 
multitude   of   planets   and   stopped 
Klingon aggression. Operation Desert 
Storm was made up of a multitude of 
nations and stopped Iraqi aggression. 
• The Enterprise was chock full of 
gee-whiz defenses like phasers and 
Ehoton torpedos. The United States is 
uilding all sorts of gee-whiz defenses 
like SDI and the Stealth. 
• Captain Kirk's last name has four 
letters. Bush's last name has four let- 
ters. 
Now if only he had an android or Vul- 
can for his right-hand man, instead of Quayle. Live long and prosper. 
• * * 
So the makers of Pampers are 
mounting this new campaign saying 
how disposable diapers are so much 
better for your child's skin, and how in 
a couple of years, disposable diapers 
will be totally recyclable anyway. 
This nation is being buried alive 
under garbage. And disposable diapers 
are a major filler in those landfills. A 
lot of people are making the switch 
back to the reusable diapers their par- 
ents and grandparents used. 
Now, not to be a nay-sayer, but after 
the biodegradable plastic cornstarch 
bag fiasco (C'mon. have you ever seen 
garbage in a landfill exposed to water 
and sunlight and oxygen for six weeks? 
That's what it takes for those puppies 
to degrade), I'll believe biodegradea- 
ble diapers when I see them. 
Idlers to (he Kclitor 
Day care costs 
much higher 
The BG News: 
I am delighted to see the re- 
cent articles and editorial sup- 
port for child care. One of the 
frustrations of the 1989 Faculty 
Senate ad hoc Child Care Fea- 
sibility Committee was lack of 
information about student 
needs and interest in a universi- 
ty facility. 
However, I would like to clar- 
ify the statement regarding the 
cost in the September 12 edito- 
rial. One task of the committee 
was to provide a rough estimate 
of costs for care. We looked at 
three different levels ofquality 
of care, which reflected differ- 
ences in the number of staff 
members (adult-child ratios): 
• A) Staff/child ratios rec- 
ommended by the National As- 
sociation for the Education of 
Young Children for national ac- 
creditation (one adult for three 
children, 1 month to 3 years; 
one/six for 3- to 5-year-olds; 
and one/12 for 6- to 12-year- 
olds) 
• B) minimum required to be 
licensed by the state (one/six; 
one/12; and one/20) 
• C) compromise ratios ot 
one/four;   one/nine   and 
one/16. 
Estimated costs were based 
on a center with the compro- 
mise ratios serving 100 full-time 
equivalent children (44 for ages 
1 month to 2 years; 36 for ages 
3-5years; and 19 for 6-12years). 
Infant and toddler care is the 
most expensive since these 
children require more staff, but 
this was the age for which the 
need was the greatest in our 
survey. 
The total estimated annual 
costs for the operation of such a 
program   was   approximately 
$544,000 (This amount was for 
annual operating costs only. It 
does not include land, a facility 
or the initial startup expenses;). 
The $100,000 figure cited in the 
editorial was the difference be- 
tween the projected income 
which would be generated if the 
fee paid per week for full-time 
care for each child was $100, 
and the annual cost of the pro- 
gram operation. Quality child care is not inex- 
pensive, and it is important that 
such care is available and af- 
fordable for all families who 
need it. To bring such care to 
BGSU will require careful 
planning and cooperation 
among siudnets, staff, faculty 
and administration. 
Sally J. Kilmer 
Professor and Chairperson 
1989 Faculty Senate ad hoc 
Child Care Feasibility Commit- 
tee 
Having a bad attitude sucks 
"Life stinks." Those two words 
are scrawled into one of the walls 
in the men's restroom. Actually, 
the person who did the scrawling 
was a little bit more graphic with 
his choice of wording. I censored 
him. And I censored him for a 
good reason. What kind of person 
would take a pocket knife and 
scrape out the words "Life 
stinks?" 
I thought about this long and 
hard. I turned those two words 
upside down and inside out before 
I caught the message. 
The message was a desperate 
cry for help — a mind that could 
not see the beauty that abounds 
throughout life. Just in a simple 
morning routine there is so much 
to be seen. 
I usually get up early in the 
mornings to run. but before I be- 
gin rav routine, the first thing I do 
is look to the east. There, in the 
east, is a crack in the dull gray 
sky. A crack of orange shooting 
bright sunrays out at me never 
seems to escape my amazement. 
It happens every morning and 
always in the east. 
As my running routine slows 
down to a bore, I look to the east 
again for inspiration. The crack 
is bigger, ana there's now a faint 
scent of over-easy eggs in the air. 
If I breathe deeper, I can just 
make out the zingy taste of bacon 
still shriveling in the pan, and 
iust before I let the air escape my 
lungs, I can look forward to that 
very, very strong stench of 
blueberry muffin. 
My speed increases. My arms 
pump stronger. My legs pound 
harder. My feet stamp trium- 
phantly. My heart rate increases. 
And I come around that last lap 
staring into the sun. And I have a 
big smile' on my face. I have a 
smile bigger than life. 
The sun's almost fully awake 
when I'm finished running. My 
legs hurt, and I'm out of breath. 
But I feel good as I head back to 
STEVE 
BARCDILL 
the dorm. People are up now, 
rushing to their early morning 
classes. A couple even say 'Good 
morning' to me. Others just 
smile. Not only do I feel good, but 
others did too. And they showed 
it. 
When I finally reach my dorm, 
I grab a towel and head for the 
showers. That hot steamy water 
hits me by surprise, as it always 
does, reawakening all my senses 
— making them more alert than 
they were before. The pain in my 
legs vanishes into a comfortable 
muscle tone. I dry off, feeling the 
pang of emptiness in my stom- 
ach. I'm hungry, so I eat. 
Yeah, life stinks. Every morn- 
ing the sun rises into the sky be- 
cause life stinks. Every morning 
the birds begin to chirp their 
songs because life stinks. Every 
morning I wake to the sound of 
my alarm because life stinks. 
Yeah, life stinks. 
There are so many wonderful 
things out in the world to fill your; 
life with. There are so many 
beautiful things out in the world 
to fill your life with. 
Yeah, life stinks. There are; 
wars, budget cuts, recessions and-; 
depressions. What can you do 
about them? You can do what I; 
do. You can stop being lazy and; just do something besides scrap-'! 
ing words onto bathroom walls.' 
Share those fantastic moments in. 
your life with friends and family* 
and stop dwelling on the bad. A3 
friend of mine told me never to: 
look for the bad news in the! 
world. The bad news will always; 
somewhow find you. Someone; 
ought to tell him he's a pessimist. 
Sure, he's right, but more good; 
does happen than bad. It's just; 
that the bad gets sensationalized.; 
Steve Bargdill is a freshman- 
who would enjoy his mornings- 
even more if he could share them! 
with a female running partner.' 
She doesn't have to shower with- 
him, just run — and maybe a- 
brealaast here and there. 
Days of Our Young Hospital 
Soaps junkie comes clean on afternoon addiction I 
Hello, my name is Sharlyn 
Avina and I'm a soap opera jun- 
kie. What a relief. I'm on my way 
to recovery now. After all, isn t 
admitting you have a problem the 
first step toward solving it? 
I first realized I was in trouble 
a couple of weeks ago when we 
had a bad storm early in the 
morning, which caused our elec- 
tricity to go out. I was confident it 
would be back on by 1:00. Around 
12:45 however, I began to freak. 
It was obvious now that the elec- 
tricity was not going to be 
restored in time. I began to make 
a mental list of all the people I 
knew who had VCRs and who 
wouldn't laugh at me when I 
asked them to tape a soap for me. 
I could not miss this episopde. 
This was the day Roman (the 
fake one, althogh he doesn't know 
it) was reunited with his long-lost 
wife, Marlena. Miracle of mira- 
cles, however, the electricty 
came back on at 12:58.1 was jubi- 
lant! Unfortunately for me, 
though, there was a coup in the 
Soviet Union. "We interrupt this 
program to bring you this special 
NBC news bulletin." 
I was livid. "Why can't Tom 
Brokaw wait until a commerical? 
How come they never interrupt 
Monday Night Football with a 
special news broadcast? What 
makes a football game more im- 
portant than a soap?" I asked my 
sister. "It is common knowledge 
that soaps are on in the afternoon. 
When people turn on the TV, they 
expect to see their soap, not some 
newscaster analyzing and mak- 
ing predicitions about a current 
event. If they wanted to watch 
news, they'd turn on CNN. This is 
definitely soapism, "I explained 
to her. 
I was in a sad state. I really 
didn't care what was happening 
on the other side of the world. I 
H 
SHARLYN 
AVINA 
did care about what was happen- 
ing on my show. I let the show 
take over my sense of decency. I 
mean, new and exciting events 
were and still are taking place in 
my lifetime. People were becom- 
ing free. Democracy was prevail- 
ing and communism was crum- 
bling, yet all I cared about was 
whether or not Bo and Carly 
would ever be together. 
My sister told me to calm down. 
"I think you have a problem," 
she said. "It will be back on 
tommorrow." 
"I don't have a problem," I told 
her. "I can quit watching any 
time I want. As a matter of fact 
I'm going to quit as soon as the 
old Roman, who has been in a 
Spanish jail for the past six years, 
returns to Salem to take the place 
of the new Roman, who has had 
plastic surgery and a brain im- 
f 
i plant, which can be triggered by 
. 'them' at anytime causing him ti 
kill his newly-resurrected wife, 
Marlena..." 
"Sure, Shar, that's what yot| 
said before Jack and Jennifer'! 
wedding and when they an* 
nounced Marlena was returning 
to the show." 
In a supreme effort of denial, J 
began to silently justify my ad* 
diction. Soap operas are a release 
for my stress. It is the one time o£ 
the day I can forget about my own! 
problems ana worry about 
someone else's problems. Watch- 
ing soaps isn't an addiction, it is a; 
hobby. I can speculate about the; 
characters' actions — they are; 
able to do things you would never; 
dream of doing (well, at least !• 
wouldn't). I can look at the life of; 
a soap character and be glad* 
their life is not mine. Thank God I- 
haven't been in two comas, blind;? 
deaf, paralyzed and I don't have 
resurrected husband! Think 
the stress! 
Soaps are supposed to be st_ 
pid. I don't think they are real 
istic. They haven't warped my§ 
sense of reality. If soaps weren t*j 
stupid, what would be the fun 
watching them? 
Wow, and to think I was on .__ 
verge of giving that all up! Well,? 
I'd like to say that I'm going toj 
kick the soap habit, but that* 
would be a lie. Will I cut back om. 
them? Maybe. Right now,"; 
however, I gotta go —It's 1:00!   i 
Sharlyn Avina is a senior Eng- ■$ 
lish major from Bowling Green. 5 
Wild To be really medieval, one should have no body. To be really 
" 
,,u
      modern, one should have no soul. To be really Greek, one should have 
no clothes. 
Oscar Wilde (1856-1900) about Wilde 
Local 
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Soup kitchen struggling 
Organizers hope to attract more people to event 
BG News/Jay Murdock 
Jenny Ruck(left) and Tamara Vankoughnet cany boxes into First United Methodist Church Tuesday 
afternoon. Ruck and Vankoughnet are members of Reach Out, a group designed to help area homeless and 
unemployed persons. 
[ 
by Christina Wise 
social services reporter 
After a brisk morning jog, enjoy a copy of The BG News 
Organizers of Martha's Kitchen — a Friday din- 
ner program for homeless persons — say their 
program is a good idea, but response has been 
slow. 
Assisting with Martha's Kitchen is Reach Out, a 
University program developed with the help of 
area churches and members of the Wood County 
Homeless Task Force. 
Designed to help alleviate some of the problems 
for the unemployed, underemployed, and/or 
homeless persons in Bowling Green, the soup 
kitchen has not been able to get off the ground due 
to low attendance. 
At the advent of the program two weeks ago with 
more than 20 in attendance, Reach Out president 
Adam Motter was very confident. 
"I'm very excited about the number of people 
here," Motter said. "We expect the attendance to 
at least double for next week — it's going to be a 
success." Task Force member Maxine Miller was 
also inititally optimistic. 
"It may reach the point where we have to dis- 
criminate and feed only those that are most in 
need. For right now, though, the more people that 
show up, the Detter," she said. 
But two weeks later, with the third soup kitchen 
scheduled for tonight, hopes are not so high. 
Due to the attendance at the second gathering 
last week — only eight people attended — new 
plans are being initiated to draw those in need to 
the event. 
Now in circulation is a flier created by Rev. Bill 
Thompson, Reach Out adviser and UCF minister, 
alerting those in need of the program and inviting 
them to attend. It also offers transportation 
through UCF. 
Thompson said he is hopeful there will be a larg- 
er turnout tonight so the group can start achieving 
the original goals of the program. 
The main goal is to feed those who lack the pro- 
visions for nutritionally balanced meals. 
In addition, Reach Out wants people with similar 
backgrounds experiencing similar difficulties to 
meet and create communities among themselves. 
For example, attending the first dinner was a 
migrant worker from Florida, who lost his job 
through no fault of his own, Thompson said. 
He became acquainted with a man and his wife, 
immigrants from Nicaragua, who shared a com- 
mon language with him—Spanish. 
"It's very exciting to see the people communi- 
cating with each other. It shows that we can actu- 
ally accomplish something that we intended," 
Thompson said. 
Thompson said Reach Out also hoped to expand 
their knowledge of the types of problems the home- 
less and economically underprivileged in the 
community were experiencing that need to be ad- 
dressed. 
Jenny Ruck, Reach Out's soup kitchen chairper- 
son, said local churches were asked to announce 
the program in their church bulletins and hopeful- 
ly will draw more people to the program. 
The idea for the program was first presented to 
Reach Out by Thompson in the spring and has been 
under development all summer. 
Tamara Vankoughnet, a Reach Out member 
who stayed in Bowling Green this summer, said 
Thompson and Motter were responsible for doing 
most of the work. 
Their accomplishments included gathering 
menus to use for large quantities of people, re- 
cruiting help from local churches and organiza- 
tions, and setting schedules for when each church 
will help. 
Churches involved are St. Aloysius Catholic, St. 
Mark's Lutheran, First Presbyterian, First Chris- 
tian, First United Methodist, Trinity United Meth- 
odist, Agape' Church of Prayer, and Peace Luth- 
eran. 
Each week a different church prepares the meal 
and it is served at First United Methodist Church. 
Motter, with the help of Alex Teodosio, Reach 
Out founder and Task Force member, has been go- 
ing door-to^door in an effort to recruit people to at- 
tend tonight's dinner. 
Also, the University's Department of Human 
Services is working on personal invitations to dis- 
tribute to those who appear to be hungry, Thomp- 
son said. 
FALCONS vs CINCINNATI - TOMORROW    4:00 p.m. - PERRY FIELD - BE THERE! 
Sports 
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BG battles battered Bearcats tomorrow 
by Rob McCurdy 
sports writer 
Help, the University of Cincin- 
nati football program has fallen 
and can't get out — of the loss 
column. 
Bowling Green plays host to the 
Bearcats, a thoroughly beaten 
team, at 4 p.m. tomorrow at Doyt 
Perry Field. 
First, Cincinnati made national 
news by giving up 81 points to 
Penn State team two weeks ago. 
Next, North Carolina drubbed the 
squad, 51-16, to move UC's con- 
secutive losing streak to eight 
games. 
This season the Bearcats' de- 
fense has allowed 600 total yards 
A GAME. The offense has 
countered with only two touch- 
downs on this season. 
So with a limited offense to go 
with no defense, what could UC 
Eiossibly   hope   for   entering 
Dmorrow's contest? 
How about BG overconfidence? 
Falcon coach Gary Blackney has 
lectured his team for two weeks 
on the evils of cockiness. 
"We've won one game and lost 
another. There's no point in being 
satisfied at this point in the 
season," Blackney said. "We 
have to take it one game at a 
time. We can't look toward the 
conference. This is the most im- 
portant game we're ever eoine to 
KA. APT KA APT KA APT KA APT KA APT KA APT KA AOT~ 
KA (   onqratu'alionS   to   our newlu  appointed officers: 
Historian - Wendy Thomas 
Sergeant at Anns - Sue Grrenldge 
Traditions ■ Cbauntel Peters 
KA APT KA APT KA APT KA APT KA APT KA APT KA APT 
play in...because it's the next 
game. No major college team is 
good enough to just show up and 
throw their helmets down on the 
field and win a football game." 
To drive his point even further, 
Blackney went so far as to say the 
Bearcats didn't get manhandled 
by either Penn State or North 
Carolina. 
"It wasn't one of those deals 
where Penn State or North Caro- 
lina just threw those guys out of 
the way and made tackles," 
Blackney said. "They fell behind 
early and couldn't get on track. 
Maybe they lost their focus and it 
snowballed." 
Even though UC has been out- 
scored 132-16 in two games. 
Blackney still feels the game will 
be a "dogfight." 
"If they are to improve on last 
year, they have to come in here 
and win this game. Tim Murphy 
(UC head coach) is bright enough 
to know that and get the message 
across to his players. Those kids 
are going to be fighting for their 
lives." 
INJURY REPPRT — BG full- 
back Scott lindsey, who left the 
West Virginia game in the second 
quarter with an ankle injury, will 
most likely sit out tomorrow's 
game. 
"He's been running real good 
this week in conditioning, but 
we've been preparing this week 
like we're not going to have him," 
Blackney said. 
The senior has also been nurs- 
ing a hip pointer. 
Tailback George Johnson is 
over his tonsillitis which forced 
him to miss the trip to WVU. 
Johnson rushed for 107 yards 
against UC last season. 
Dave Hankins is back from a 
knee injury which sidelined him 
for month. Hankins, a quarter- 
back, has been practicing a 
majority of the time at receiver 
since returning. 
Lee Boyer, a sophomore line- 
backer, will return tomorrow 
from a knee injury sustained last 
season. 
BG NOTES - BG defeated 
Cincinnati at Riverfront Stadium, 
34-20, in their first meeting. ... 
I<eRoy Smith ran for 112 yards in 
a little over a quarter before leav- 
ing with an ankle injury.... Smith 
and Johnson were the first BG 
backs since 1978 to rush for 100 
yards in the same game.... BG's 
Mark Szlachcic has caught at 
least one pass in 14 consecutive 
BG Nem/Ja; Mnrdock 
Bowling Green's Artie Mangham and Paul Harris bring down Eastern 
Michigan's Kwame McKinnon during the Falcons'first win of the 
season. The team hopes to tackle its second home victory tomorrow as 
they battle Cincinnati at 4 p.m. 
games. ... Smith is third in the 
MAC in rushing with 223 yards in 
two games.... Erik White is rated 
second in passing efficiency in 
the MAC. ... Safety Dave Bielin- 
ski leads the conference in inter- 
ceptions with two. 
UC NOTES — Lance Harp, de- 
scribed by Blackney as a drop- 
back passer, will make his second 
career start tomorrow. Harp re- 
places Paul Anderson, who is 
sidelined with a shoulder injury. 
Against North Carolina Harp 
completed 16 of 28 passes for 181 
yards and two touchdowns. 
Junior college transfer Vince 
Powell, a speedy tailback, is ex- 
Eicted  to   return   100   percent 
morrow. 
■BtEtje 8$ News: Hour source for campus neuisM 
**•»**••»**»»»*»» 
WBOU 
—        tifmits ■ 
liMMMMi)MMMMiM(MmMMM 
THE PHONE RINGS. YOU PICK IT UP. 
IT'S YOUR ROOMMATE'S EX-GIRLFRIEND COMPLAINING ABOUT WHY HE DUMPED HER. 
THE PHONE RINGS. YOU PICK IT UP. 
IT'S YOUR ROOMMATE'S CURRENT GIRLFRIEND COMPLAINING ABOUT THINGS IN GENERAL. 
THE PHONE RINGS. YOU REFUSE TO PICK IT UP. 
AND IT'S THE GODDESS FROM GREEK CLASS WHO YOU THOUGHT ONLY WANTED A PLATONIC RELATIONSHIP. 
Smart Ring 
With Smart Ring* Service, you gel iwo numbers with (wo different sounding rings on one line. 
So you know which calls are for you. And more importantly, which ones aren't. 
GTE 
To ORDER CALL YOUR LOCAL CUSTOMER ORDER SERVICE CENTER AT 1-800-232-2544. THE POWER IS ON 
On Sunday, September 22, 
.SUBUUfiV 
our Birthday. 
celebrate 
This Sunday, Sept. 22 between HID and close 
get a FREE sub of your choice when you buy another 
sub of equal or greater price! 
828 South Main St. 354-2608 
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Ferraro 
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Coach 
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Scott 
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Asst. 
Coach 
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Department 
GO 
FALCONS! 
Bob 
Ligashesky 
Asst. 
Coach 
Student Book Exchange 
530 E. Wooster 
353-7732 
GO FALCONS! 
Bruce 
Cunningham 
Grad. Asst. 
Coach 
Qiuimills 
1141 S. Main 
354-2526 
Best of Luck Falcons ! 
Rocco 
Oddo 
Grad. Asst. 
Coach 
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828 S. Main 
354-2608 
Good Luck Falcons! 
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Coach 
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Asst. 
Coach 
1044 North Main * 1080 South Main 
You can count on us ! 
Terry 
Malone 
Asst. 
Coach Jk   1 
Athletic 
Department 
GO 
FALCONS! 
Tom 
Passinault 
Grad. Asst. 
Coach 
"Your Connection to the World" 
118 N. Main      352-8424 
Bill 
Jones 
Head 
Athletic 
Trainer 
Bee-Gee Bookstore 
1424 E. Wooster 
353-2252 
Good Luck 
Falcons! 
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Michael 
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Asst. 
Coach 
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1432 E. Wooiter 
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Tony 
Pusateri 
Asst. 
Coach 
UNIVERSITY 
|M|O|IM P 
1019 N. Main • Bowling Green 
354-2222 
Best Of Luck 
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Grad. Asst. 
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Asst. 
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Welcome Coach Blackney: 
r 
Joe 
Sharp 
Equipment 
Manager 
In >m 
Books Car Parts 
mm 
525 Pearl St., BG. 
Hours:  8 - 8   Mon.-Frl. 
8 ■ 5  Sal. 
Safety 
Jr 510  180lbs 
Fairfield. OH 
Athletic 
Department 
GO 
FALCONS! 
#26 
Dave 
Bielinski 
Salely 
Sr 6'3"215lbs 
Nortti Royalton. OH 
"Your Connection to the World" 
118 N. Main      352-8424 
Go Falcons! 
#56 
Steve 
Bosko 
Offensive Lineman 
Sr. 60"270lbs. 
Mansfield, OH 
The Gavel 
Campus 
Greek 
Newspaper 
#10 
Carlos ■  9. m&^X!) 
Brooks          I 
Corner Back , * w 
Jr 60   200 IDs                         BjV 
6o Falcons!.' 
WBGU 
TV27 
TV Worth Watching! 
TV Worth Paying For! 
#3 
Ken 
Burress 
Corner Back 
Sr. 5'11" 175 IDS. 
Midfllefown. OH 
GREENBRIAR INC. 
352-0717 
Go Falcons! 
#44 
Mike 
Calcagno 
Inside Linebacker 
Sr 6'2" 240 lbs 
Elmhursl, IL 
Good Luck 
Falcons! 
UCF 
United Christian 
Fellowship Center 
(A cajnpu-, ministry of 8 
Protestant denomii ,. 
313 Thurstin 
352-7534 
#90 
Joe 
Castellano 
Defensive Lineman 
Sr 5'11'265lbs. 
Dayton, OH 
Go Falcons! 
from 
lAJintkrop  ZJerrace  -Stpts. 
ph. 352-9135 
#45 
Greg 
Cepek 
Inside Linebacker 
Fr. 6'4" 225 lbs 
Westerville. OH 
Athletic 
Department 
GO 
FALCONS! 
#50 
Curtis 
Collins 
Outside Linebacker 
So 6'5" 235 lbs 
Ft Wayne. IN 
♦SUBUJRY* 
828 S. Main 
354-2608 
Good Luck Falcons! 
#23 
Rob 
Donahue 
Punter 
Fr.6'2"195lbs. 
Youngslown. OH 
Student Book Exchange 
530 E. Wooster 
353-7732 
#70 
Bob 
Dudley 
Defensive Lineman 
Jr. 6'5" 275 lbs 
Northville, Ml 
Athletic 
Department 
GO 
FALCONS! 
#9 
Nick 
Eppert 
Safety 
Sr 6'1" 195 lbs 
Bristol. IN 
£>od 
SUPERMARKETS 
1044 North Main * 1080 South Main 
You can count on us ! 
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#15 
Mike 
Haack 
Corner Back 
Jr. 5'10"200lbs 
Toledo, OH 
=rfyffitfk= 
[ft   EASYSTHEET   $ 
W 
104 S. Main St 
353-0988 
hind you and your team! 
#73 
Norman 
Hammond 
Outside Linebacker 
So. 6'3" 295 lbs 
Dearborn. Ml 
Pheasant Room 
Located in the 
University Union 
Good Luck Falcons! 
#2 
Dave 
Hankins 
Quarterback 
Sr. 6T 190 lbs 
Mogadore, OH 
Bee-Gee Bookstore 
1424 E. Wooster 
353-2252 
Euclid. OH 
■  '/'■-jSgoESSak. y,'»Jy.-E333S3** 
We Now Sell 
The Cleveland Plain Dealer 
The Little Store with the Big Heart 
GO FALCONS! 
#51 
Chris 
Henwood 
Long Snapper 
Sr. 5'10"210lbs 
Lancaster, OH 
in* little jfup 
at the Union 
GIFTS.CARDS.GREEKAPPAREL 
372-2965 
BEAT THE BEARCATS I 
#96 
Brett 
Landman 
Tight End 
Grad. Stu. 6'3" 230 lbs 
Wooster, OH 
WBGU 
TV27 
TV Worth Watching! 
TV Worth Paying For! 
rood Lucl 
#21 
Zeb 
Jackson 
Tailback 
Jr. 5'11"t85lbs 
Toledo. OH 
Beat the Bearcats! 
#89 
Ryan 
McElroy 
Tight End 
So 6'2" 205 lbs 
Harrison, OH 
a 
Ltd 
The 
OBSIDIAN 
Campus 
Minorities 
Newspaper 
#31 
Brian 
Leaver 
Place Kicker 
So. 5'5"160lbs 
Sarasota, FL 
Athletic 
Department 
GO 
FALCONS! 
#94 
Brian 
Nartker 
Tight End 
Sr. 6'4" 225 lbs 
Tipp City, OH 
^Y*enede*0i 
T 
"Va and S*** 
1432 E. Wooster 
352-4663 
Go Falcon's! 
#20 
George 
Johnson 
Tailback 
So 5'11" 180 lbs 
Sarasota. FL 
.SUBWRV 
828 S. Main 
354-2608 
GO FALCONS! 
#27 
Scott 
Lindsey 
Fullback 
Sr 60"215lbs 
Columbus. OH 
ChuiiTiills 
1141 S. Main 
354-2526 
#48 
Kevin 
O'Brien 
Outside Linebacker 
Sr 6'4" 235 bs. 
Sterling Heights, Ml 
Unigraphics: 
Campus 
desktop 
publishing 
headquarters 
211 West Hall 
372-7418 
#60 
Matt 
Kregel 
Outside Linebacker 
Sr. 6'2" 265 lbs 
Toledo. OH 
Ihc Uttte Stop 
At the Union 
GIFTS, CARDS, GREEK APPAREL 
372-2962 
BEAT THE BEARCATS! 
#5 
Artie 
Mangham 
Outside Linebacker 
Sr. 6'V 230 lbs 
Holly. Ml 
Student Book Exchange 
530 E. Wooster 
353-7732 
#42 
D.J. 
Ogilvie 
Outside Linebacker 
Sr. 6'2" 240 lbs. 
Boardman. OH 
§> A   •WT AfivT 
GO FALCONSI 
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#30 
Vince 
Palko 
Inside Linebacker 
So. 6'1" 215 lbs 
Stow, OH 
SPORTS & VIDEO 
DELI 
#77 1 
Jason ■ *** A 
Peters 
Offensive Lineman     1 
So 6'5" 270 lbs 
Hilliard. OH 
M 
#11 
Todd 
Powell 
Place Kicker 
ST. 6'0" 200 lbs 
Beavercreek, OH 
WBGU 
TV27 
TV Worth Watching! 
TV Worth Paying For! 
#85 
Ronnie 
Redd 
Wide Receiver 
So 5 9 180 lbs 
Huber Heights. OH 
-1 
Bowl 'n' Greenery 
Located in the University Union 
#64 
Mark 
Ross 
Defensive Lineman 
ST. 6'2" 260 lbs 
Dayton, OH 
University Bookstore 
Student Services Building 
#97 
Jeff 
Rottinghaus 
Defensive Lineman 
Sr. 6'2" 245 lbs. 
Stow, OH 
Ihe tittle Stop 
At fhe Union 
GIFTS, CARDS, GREEK APPAREL 
372-2962 
BEAT THE BEARCATS! 
#57 
Brian 
Sherman 
Offensive Lineman 
Sr. 6'0" 275 lbs. 
Newark, OH 
We support the Falcons! 
#66 
Nick 
Sims 
Offensive Lineman 
Sr, 6'3" 280 lbs 
Detroit, Ml 
1044 North Main * 1080 South Main 
You can count on us ! 
#19 
LeRoy 
Smith 
Tailback 
Jr. 5 11 ' 190 lbs. 
Toledo. OH 
University Bookstore 
Student Services Building 
#92 
Steve 
Wilbourne 
Defensive Lineman 
Sr. 6'4" 265 lbs. 
Cokimbus, OH 
PIUS -N- PACKAGES 
PHARMACY 
We Now Sell 
The Cleveland Plain Dealer 
The Little Store with the Big Heart 
GO FALCONS! 
#16 
Darnell 
Staten 
Wide Receiver 
Jr. 5'8" 170 lbs 
Cleveland Heights, OH 
Go Falcons! 
RESTAURANT   ' 
1726 E. Wooster 
352-2193 
#84 
Mark 
Szlachcic 
Wide Receiver 
Sr 6'4" 205 lbs. 
Toledo, OH 
apid 
Printing || f 
18* S. MAIN ST. 
BOWLING GREEN 
352-9118 
Go Falcons! 
#1 
Terry 
Wilson 
Safety 
Sr. 6'2" 205 lbs 
Mt Clemens, M 
Churdiflls 
Beat The Bearcats 
1141 S. Main 
354-2526 
#61 
Joe 
Wyse 
Outside Linebacker 
Jr. 8'5" 285 lbs. 
Archbold, OH 
=W/*»Y^_ 
^   EASYSTREET   # 
104 S. Main St 
353-0988 
i~lf\   C \LCOTiSl 
#7 
Erik 
White 
Quarterback 
Sr. 6'5"210lbs 
Massillon. OH 
V 
University Bookstore 
Student Services Building 
JO FALCONS! 
Zelina 
Inside Linebacker 
Sr. 6'1" 220 lbs. 
Wicklrtfe, OH 
Bee-Gee Bookstore 
1424 E. Wooster 
353-2252 
Good Luck 
Falcons! 
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Browns got sweet revenge on Cincy 
This weekend was a pilgrimag) 
of sorts for me. I packed up the 
old Ford and headed east one 
hundred and some odd miles to 
my hometown of Cleveland. It's 
the first time I've been home this 
school year and I needed to see 
the big city again. 
My one real purpose to go 
home, besides to try to get my 
mother to do my laundry, was to 
see the Browns and Bengals 
battle for the bragging rights of 
Ohio at Municipal Stadium. 
The Browns had come off a 
nightmarish 3-13 season last vear 
which saw the termination of 
head coach Bud Carson. Now 
under the coaching leadership of 
Bill Bclichik, the Browns were 
looking at a new season with 
renewed attitude and en- 
thusiasm. 
However, the Browns had not 
beaten their interstate rivals 
from the Queen City in two 
seasons, and Dawg faithfulls 
ERIK PVPILLO 
9 si Pulling no punches 
were getting sick of Sam Wyche 
and Boomer Esiason trouncing on 
their beloved team. 
I woke up early Sunday morn- 
ing and got my eight-year-old 
little brother ready in order to 
beat rush hour traffic on the way 
to the Stadium. This was my 
brother's first professional foot- 
ball game he would attend and it 
meant a lot to him. 
Come game time, the Stadium 
was packed as Dawg fans howled 
their encouragement for their be- 
loved Browns as they took the 
field. I had great seats, but unfor- 
tunately it was in the Bengals 
cheering section were my brother 
and I had to put up with who Dey 
for the entire second half. 
Who Dey! Is that even English? 
And if it is, it's a blatant copy of 
the New Orleans Saints chant, 
Who Dat. Come on! Can't the 
Bengals fans come up with some- 
thing a little more original? 
Fortunately, my brother didn't 
have to witness any acts   blatant 
violence in the stands as the fans 
somewhat behaved themselves. 
The violence absent in the stands 
was made up for on the field as 
the Browns and Bengals traded 
face masking penalties and 
punches all game. The only thing 
absent on the field was offensive 
fire works from either team. 
With minimal time left in the 
fourth quarter, the Bengals were 
leading the Browns 13-11 and it 
was then the annoying Cajun imi- 
tation Who Dey chant picked up. 
Of course, the under-educated 
Bengals fans were premature in 
writing the Browns off at that 
point. Bernie Kosar led the 
Browns down field with time run- 
ning out to position the Browns 
into field goal range. Then Matt 
Stover made his bid for mayor of 
Cleveland by knocking in a 
45-yard field goal that sent the 
crowd into an eruption of cheers 
that shook the Lake Erie shores. 
When Wyche and the Bengals 
left the field, 70,000 Browns fans 
let them know Who Dey were, 0-3. 
Wyche better caulk the windows 
and waterproof the walls, I hear 
the basement can get very chilly 
this time of year. 
Erik Pupillo, a junior journal- 
ism major, is a die hard Browns fan who gives Cleveland fans 
their reputation of being obnox- 
ious and enjoys doing it. 
BG soccer takes on 
Western Michigan 
by Bob E. Lewis 
sports writer 
The men's soccer team will 
play host to Western Michi- 
gan in their first Mid- 
American Conference game 
tomorrow at a new time, 1:00 
p.m. 
"The game was originally 
scheduled for 2:00 p.m., but 
because of the football game 
being at 4:00 p.m. we decided 
to push the starting time back 
so people will be able to catch 
both games without missing 
any of the action," head 
coach Gary Palmisano said. 
Western Michigan lost its 
first game of the season this 
week to Michigan State 2-1 
after going undefeated in its 
first two games. 
"We have to keep on our 
toes and have good intensity 
because the [Western Michi- 
gan] Broncos will be looking 
to get back on the winning 
road this weekend," Palmi- 
sano said. 
After getting their 200th win 
against Cincinnati on 
Wednesday, the Falcons are 
hoping to keep up their 
offensive punch and add more 
goals to their total. 
"One of our strengths is be- 
ing able to get goals from 
different players anywhere 
on the field," Palmisano said. 
BG is currently 4-0-1. 
FALCONS vs CINCINNATI - TOMORROW 4:00 p.m. - PERRY FIELD - BE THERE! 
OPEN NOW!!! 
<» 
TRIOS 
1616 E. WOOSTER, GREENWOOD CENTER 
BOWLING GREEN 
HOURS: 
4 p.m. ■ 1 a.m. 
Mon. - Fri. 
Noon - 1 a.m. 
Sat. - Sun. 
FREE DELIVERY 
353-RIBS 
353-7427 
SHEET PIZZA 
TRIOS PIZZA 
ROMAN STYLE WHITE PIZZA 
Our own homemade recipe along wiih hearth biking give TRIOS the 
highest quality available All puza aerved with TRIOS own put* 
uuc* and 100ft real cheese. 
Checie Addl Item 
FULL SHEET 1300 225 
26"xl8".24 piece*, larger than two 16" circular puta'i 
HALF SHEET 7.50 \SO 
18"* 13". 12 piece*, larger than one 16" circular puu 
QUARTER SHEET 4.75 1.00 
13"x9", 6 pieces, larger than one 12" circular puaa 
Add) Item 
225 
The authentic Roman atyie pixaa topped with virgin olive oil. fresh 
garlic and parmetan cheese. 
Paran. 
Chcee* 
FULL SHEET 13.00 
26 x 18". 24 pieces, larger than two 16" circular piua a 
HALF SHEET 7J0 
18"xl3". 12 piece*, larger than one 16" circular pina 
QUARTER SHEET 4.75 
13"x9", 6 piece*, larger than one 12" circular piua 
ITEMS AVAILABLE 
PfFprrnr.i 
Sauaagc 
Meat ba Hi 
Ham 
Bacon 
Spinach 
Green Peppera 
KM Pepper Ring* 
Onion* 
Mu*hroomi 
Black Olivea 
Tomatoes 
Extra Cheese 
Parme*an Cheese 
Broccoli 
TRIOS BBQ SPARE RIBS 
The thickest quality St. Loun style Ribs and special attention given to 
traditional BBQing atyle givet TRIOS its mouth watering rib*. 
WHOLE SLAB 1225 
HALFSLAB    650 
Served with roll & butler and choice of one aide order. 
TRIOS CHICKEN 
Your choice of TRIOS own charbroikd chicken or dressed in TRIOS 
own BBQ uucc. 
WHOLE HALF 4 95 
WHOLE QUARTER 175 
Served wiIh roll & butler and choice of one tide order. 
TRIOS PARTY PACS 
SPARE RIBS (Two Whole Slabs)  
CHICKEN (Four Whole Helve.)  
COMBO (Two Whole H.II Chickens & One Whole Slab Ribs!  
.22.50 
.17.95 
Served with rolls A butter snd choice of one pint of any side order 
TRIOS CALZONES 
An Italian favorite made with TRIOSown . 
fresh piua dough, aauce and 100% real 
cheese. Tilled with your choice of pitta 
loppinis. 
CHEESE 3.00 
MEATBALL 3.50 
SAUSAGE ISO 
VEGETARIAN 3 50 
Add'l Pitta Topoim    .50 
IfS TRIOS SODAS 
TRIOS 
SANDWICHES 
Traditional Italian Meatball and Sausage 
sandwiches served on hearth baked roils 
snd topped with TRIOS own pitta aauce 
and 100* real cheese. 
MEATBALL w/cheese 100 
SAUSAGE w/cheeoe 100 
TRIOS SALADS 
SMALL TOSSED 175 
LARGE TOSStO 175 
TRIOS Italian Salads served with 
tomatoes, onions, pepper rings, parmesan 
cheese and croutons tossed with TRIOS 
own rest v. tangy Italian dressing. 
SMALL GREEK 2.25 
LARGEGREEK 125 
Traditional Greek Salad aerved with feu 
cheese, tomsloes. onions, black olives and 
tossed with TRIOS own Greek oil dressing 
Pepsi. Diet Pepsi. Dr Pepper. Diet Dr Pepper, Slice. Diet Slice. Orange 
Slice, Mountain Dew, Diet Mountain Dew, Barq'i Root Beer 
2UTER LS0 
Pepti, Diet Pepsi. >. Pepper 
12 PACKS TO GO U» 
Pepsi. Diet Pepsi. Dr. Pepper 
TRIOS SIDE ORDERS 
COLESLAW 7V?.00pint 
BAKED BEANS 75/100 pint 
POTATO SALAD 75/7.00 pint 
SEASHELL MACARONI SALAD 7V2.00pint 
ROLL* BUTTER X 
EXTRA SAUCES 60 
CHIPS 75 
Reg., BBQ, Sour Cream, Fntoa. Dontos. PrctseU. Munches, Cheetoe. 
fJajajeejawj   /C    >r"^ Snst ^y 
DON'T BE IN LEFT FIELD 
REGISTER TO VOTE 
 Remember to re-register if you  
moved within the last year. 
Have a voice within the community! 
aastfi 
PACE TEN 
Ink Shows Through 
The BG News FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 1991 
Volleyball begins 
MAC competition 
by Mike Slates 
sports writer 
In the Mid-American Con- 
ference, anything can hap- 
pen. 
This is the belief of head 
volleyball coach Denise Van 
De Walle. The Falcons are set 
to host Central Michigan to- 
day and Eastern Michigan 
tomorrow in the first MAC 
matches for all three teams. 
"Preseason records do not 
mean a whole lot, other than 
it can build confidence," Van 
De Walle said. "Even though 
both teams have struggled a 
little bit, you never know 
what will happen in this con- 
ference." 
Central has lost its last five 
matches and is currently 1-10. 
Eastern has also lost its pre- 
vious five and is 1-5. 
"I do not know what to ex- 
pect besides scrappy defense 
from both teams, said Van 
De Walle.  "Eastern has a 
food player in Stacy Graham, 
he will be hard to handle. 
Central has Teri Wilholt and 
Nancy Bree, two very good 
players." 
The Falcons' one weakness 
has been its defense. Van De 
Walle hopes to have improved 
it after last week's victory 
over Virginia in the Illini 
Classic tournament. 
"I noticed against Virginia 
we played really good de- 
fense," said Van De Walle. 
"If we can carry that into this 
weekend, we should be in 
pretty good shape." 
The volleyball team boasts 
many offensive weapons. 
Senior middle hitter Tammy 
Schiller leads the team with 
119 kills, 64 digs, and a .415 at- 
tack percentage while junior 
setter Carey Amos leads with 
228 assists. Senior Lisa Mika 
has added 84 kills, 61 digs, 
and a .345 attack percentage. 
Other players have con- 
tributed to the Falcons 5-1 
start. Junior left-side hitter 
Holli Costein has 38 kills and 
50 digs and junior left- 
side/middle hitter Angellette 
Love has recorded 28 kills and 
39 digs. 
CC hosts Invitational 
Men, women looking to improve over last weekend 
by Matt Kan tz 
sports writer 
If the men's cross country team 
can outlast one of the Mid- 
American Conference's toughest 
teams on a bad day, just imagine 
the results when the team is run- 
ning well. 
The Falcons will need a good 
Srformance tomorrow as they 
ke on Kent State, Bluffton and 
Toledo at the Mel Brodt Invita- 
tional, BG's only home meet of 
the season. The BG-Kent mat- 
chup will also be scored as a dual 
meet and will count in the MAC 
standings, where BG is 2-0 and 4-fl 
overall. 
A win over the Golden Flashes 
will depend highly upon the per- 
formances of BG's leading run- 
ners, Keith Madaras and Todd 
Black, who both ran poorly in last 
weekend's 28-29 win over Ohio 
University. 
"Keith is bouncing back very 
well," head coach Sid Sink said. 
"He wants to have a good race 
even more now, and he'll be more 
aggressive during the race. I'm 
looking for him to have a very 
good race. I thought Todd was 
ready to run with Keith last week, 
but he wasn't, so I think it will be 
uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno URO uno uno uno uno 
this week for sure." 
Madaras finished fourth last 
weekend and Black fifth, after an 
impressive kick that helped give 
the Falcons the victory. The Key 
tomorrow will be for Mardaras 
and Black to try and finish ahead 
of Kent's second man, Jeff How- 
ard. The Golden Flashes boast 
the MAC's best runner right now 
in Jim Loveless, so Sink hopes to 
defeat Kent with his middle run- 
ners. 
"Jim will probably run away 
with the meet," Sink said. "We're 
worried about Howard and our 
goal is to go after him and have 
our top runners finish ahead of 
him. We really think it will be our 
first seven or 10 guys against 
their three. We'll have to see." 
A boost for the Falcons 
tomorrow will be the return of 
Eddie Nicholson, who is coming 
off an injury. Sink said 15 players 
will run for BG. including Ray 
Isco, whose call muscle strain 
should not hinder his perform- 
ance. 
"I think this is an important 
meet because we need to bounce 
back after our poor team per- 
formance last week," Sink said. 
"We all agree that if we don't run 
better than last week we're gonna 
get beat. We feel like we can win 
the whole thing and it's nice to 
have everyone in there." 
cflNoe 
TRIP 
To Mb, Michigan down the Ausable River 
September 27 - 29 
Leave Friday @ 5:00pm $49 covers 
transportation, trip, & tents 
Spend One Night on the Ausable River 
Sign up NOW in the UAO Office, 3rd tloor 
Union, or Call 372-2343 
Hurry Before It's Too Late! 
PRINT SALE 
TODAY is the LAST DAY! 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
lOam • 6pm 
IT'S YOUR CHANCE! 
Please ' x * your 1st Choice 
 EMF 
 DOOBIE BROTHER 
 FISHBONE/PRIMUS 
 CHEAP TRICK 
You can vote on which group you would like to see^"t- 
oring for your Fall concert. HTS^ 
 SQUEEZE i t 
 C&C MUSIC FACTORY 
 JOE WALSH 
 MEATLOAF 
How much would you be willing 
to pay to see this artist? 
 $1Q_$13_$16 
Turn in ballot by 
5 pm Monday Sept. 23 
to rVtftJ-g) Office, 3rd 
Floor Union 
"A lot of people reevaluated 
themselves and realized 
mistakes they made during the 
last race." 
—Steve Price, women's cross 
country coach 
The women's team will also be 
running with a full squad that is 
injury-free in tomorrow's meet. 
Another tough battle with the 
Golden Flashes is expected as 
coach Steve Price hopes to come 
away with a victory. 
"It should be a good meet be- 
tween us and Kent State," Price 
said. "It's going to be close. We 
beat them last year and we hope 
win this meet as well." 
The Bluffton women's team 
will not be running tomorrow but 
Price said he is looking to field an 
all-alumni team instead. The 
school record-holder in the mile, 
Laura Murphy, may be one of the 
alumni.st running. Price said she 
might be the favorite to win the 
meet. 
"Cheri Triner is our best run- 
MR. 'S 
PHILADELPHIA STYLE 
STEAK SANDWICHES 
125 E. Court 352-SPOT 
WE DELIVER 
OPEN: Mon - Thur 11-2. 
Frl - Sat 12:00 - 2:30. Sun 12    1 
$5 MEAL DEAL 
Steak Supreme 
or 
Philly Original 
with  fries and a soda 
Expire. 10/16/91 
$5 MEAL DEAL 
Dozen Wings 
with 
fries and a soda 
Expires 10/18/91 
ner, and I predict she will win the 
race," Price said. "But Laura 
Murphy will be running for the 
alumni and she could be tough to 
beat as an individual. Those two 
could be the top two individuals." 
The Falcons are coming off of a 
pair of victories and one loss last 
week in the quadrangular meet at 
Ohio University. BG fell to de- 
fending MAC champions Ohio 
University 22-37. According to 
Price, that meet was a learning 
experience for many of his run- 
ners. 
"A lot of people reevaluated 
themselves and realized mis- 
takes they made during mid- 
race," Price said. "The team 
looks a lot better than last week. 
We certainly expect a lot better 
performance." 
Runners who did not compete 
last week but will so tomorrow 
include freshmen Brdget Dwyer 
and Becky Adams, along with 
Juniors Melissa Klosterman and 
luzanne Stevenson. 
"We had real good practices 
this week and we were getting 10 
to 12 miles a day," Price said. 
"We will be running 12 girls, with 
Julie Maloney being the only one 
who will miss the meet. Fresh- 
man Cathy Myers ran last week 
and we expect her to be much 
higher this week." 
The meet will begin at 11:15 
a.m. for the women and 11:45 for 
the men, and will start on the in- 
tramural fields near Harshman 
and will finish on the east side of 
the stadium by the track. 
Falcon Fever. 
Catch It! 
I 1 ! 
uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno uno 
0     HAPPY 20th BIRTHDAY 
To 
Libbey Byington 
University Food Operations 
am 
Sun.-Thur. 
6 p.m. - Midnight 
Commons Lowerievel 
We're more than just great dining halls! 
We're snack bars, full service restaurants, and 
Chily 9s Express 
open everyday 2:00 p.m. - Midnight 
Bowling Green's on campus convenience store! 
Berries 
Mon.-Fri. 
4.30-6:30 
Harshman - Chapman 
Sun. - Thurs. 
6 p.m. - Midnight 
Harshman Lowerievel 
I owers JLl-N-N 
Mon. - Fri. 
4:30p.m. - 6:30p.m. 
McDonald Annex 
R i \ 
QARDEJ 
TERRACE 
Sun. - Sat. 
2 p.m. - Midnight 
McDonald North 
Quantum 90,95+ meal plans, faculty/staff charges and cash accepted at all locations 
(Quantum 90 cards cannot bo used lor non food items at Chlly's Express) 
THE ALLIANCE 
CHURCH 
1161 Napoleon Road 
352-3623 
• 8:15 a.m. Worship Service 
• 9:30 a.m. Sunday School 
• 10:30 a.m. Worship 
Service 
• Sunday 6:00 p.m. 
Evening Service 
• Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
Prayer & Bible Study 
lav. James E. t andarvert 
HELP WANTED 
your»«*f? 
1   MMinlkliMfWal 
Mvra? 
1   kmrm i* MM 
4   »»W.lHI«<»iii»»ill..l1 
 Mll.H» — » 
»««>IMUKlllMn»tlliM 
.tal>rl<~IM.IIHMmi 
Th«. m—tm trrtmi Haw at nt 
AMERICAN PASSA0E 
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
The Minority Business 
Student Association 
m conjunction with 
The Cooperative Education Program 
and University Placement Services 
presents 
"CO-OP ANO COSBY 
Thursday. September 26. 1991 
6 00 9 00 pm 
at the Amani 
Attention EESAB members 
Don't forget • mandatory meeting this Sunday 
September 22 at 9 00 pm in 201 Education 
See you there1 
ATTENTION - BGCTM WANTS VOU 
Interested m teaching Math grades K 12? 
Information meeting for BGCTM will be nek) on 
Tuesday, September 24. from 9 - 9 45 pmm 
140 Ufe Science BfcJg J©"" and earn a chance 
to win $100 for books and lots of other fun 
prizes Reduced dues at this meeting • only $5 
See you Ihere1         
ATTENTION ALL TREASURERS 
A mandatory meeting of treasurers of all regis- 
tered organizations will be held on Tuesday 
evening September 24 from 8 00 - 9 30 p m 
m Room 11S of the Education Building Impor- 
tant information regarding ACGFA. the new 
budget system and general fundraismg tips will 
be provided. Ptease make your reservations by 
calling   the   Student   Activities   Office   at 
3722643  
ATTENTION1 ALL STUDENTS REQUIRED TO 
TAKE ELE ED METHODS COURSES (EDCI 
350. 351. 352. 353. 354. 355. 356} MUST 
APPLY FOR METHODS THE SEMESTER BE- 
FORE ENROLLMENT' DEADLINE to apply tor 
SPRING 1992 Ele Ed Methods: Tuesday. 
September 24. 5 00 pm Application forms 
available in 529 Educ  
Caribbean Assoc. One Love REQQAE party is 
on Sat Nov 2, Union Ballroom, with THE ARK 
BAND. (IKa ADDIS)   Crucial'  
Coming Saturday, September 21 st 
Akron U's 
Cartoon Freezetag 
Classic, College and Original Rock 
10:00 pm at Good Tymes Pub 
DaLoitte and Touche. an international public 
accounting and consulting firm, will be making a 
presentation on "Internships in Accounting" on 
Moday. September 23, at 3 30 m the Campus 
Room of the University Union Representatives 
of the firm wil be on hand to discuss the pros 
and cons of an internship in accounting and to 
answer any related questions All interested in- 
dividuals are invited to attend Refreshments 
will be served 
Start your day off with 
The MIX on 88 1 FM 
Weekday mornings 6-10 am 
SENIOR PROGRAMMING BOARD 
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING 
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1991 
9:15 PM 
., MILETI ALUMNI CENTER  £ 
BE A PART OF THE 
ORAGANIZATION THAT 
SPONSORS: SENIOR SEND 
OFF, SENIOR APPRECIATION 
DAYS, THE OUTSTANDING 
SENIOR AWARD. AND THE 
SENIOR NEWSLETTER. 
QUESTIONS? 
CONTACT VIRNETTE HOUSE 
372-2710 
ALL SENIORS, JUNIORS AND 
SOPHOMORES ARE WELCOME! 
HEY CLASS OF 1992. 
DON'T MISS OUTI 
Vegetarian Pol-Luck 
Anyone »s welcome' Sponsored by the Stu- 
dents for Ethical Treatment of Animals Mon 
Sept 23 at 7 00 pm m the UCF Center (corner 
of Ridge and Thurstin) Try to bring a drink, 
meatless dishes, etc (it possible w'oul eggs or 
mil) 
SERVICES OFFERED 
AVEBUP.Y BOOKS 
Old, used. rare, out-of-print 
10-6. Mon -Sat 
143-CE WooslerSt 
Horseback Riding and Hayrides 
313-856 3973 
LSAT ' GRE * GMAT 
Before you take the test, can the expert Local 
classes   forming   now    Kaplan   Educational 
Center Cat tor details 536-3701  
PREGNANT? 
We can help FREE pregnancy tests and sup- 
portive services   Confidential   BG Pregnancy 
Center Cal 354 HOPE  
REPOSSESSED 4 WS FORECLOSED HOMES 
available at below market value Fantastic sav- 
ings' You repair Also Sal bailout properties 
Cal (805) 682-7555 Ext H 3330 
PERSONALS 
SBMSound 
The Best in Affordable. 
Portable D J Service 
SAM Sound 
Serving B G lor 7 years 
SAM Sound 
The Power to Move.... 
807-1390 
TIME OUT FOR CATHOLICISM six weeks Of 
informal discussions on beliefs and practices of 
the Catholic Church Mondays. 7 30 to 9 00 
p.m , St Thomas More Parish Center Open to 
all Ideal for those returning to Catholic Church 
or wondering whether or not to remain with 
Church 
AOTT " AOTT * AOTT * AOTT 
Congratulations to the participants m the Greek 
Olympiad and Bike Races1 You made it happen1 
AOTT " 3rd Place ■ AOTT 
We're ready lor the Trike Races' 
DELT-PHIMU-DELT 
The Brothers of Delia Tau Delta would like to 
congratulate Curtis Kneedier on his recent la- 
vafcering to Phi Mu Nlchole Millar 
DELI - PHI MU   DELT 
MELANIE BUERK MELANIE BUERK 
I'm so excited you're 
my Mile 
Love, 
Your Big Molly 
MEL ANIE BUERK MELANIE BUERK 
Come One! Come AIM Volunteer to be 
a Preview Day Tour Guide. Find oul 
more at one of two meeting* 
Tuas, Sept 24. 6-S pm 
or 
Weds. Sept 2B. 5-7 pm 
Aseembly Room, McFall Center 
 WENEEDYOUI  
Chi 0 Phi Psi Chi O Phi Psi 
Joe and Todd. 
Red Rover. Red Hover 
Send those Phi Psi'a over 
For a date party you'll never forget 
(Joe remember our Del) 
Wei apend the day in the aun 
Promising you'll have fun 
As the party goes into the night 
The jokes wH be out ol sight 
Love, Stacy and Jen 
 Chi O Phi Psi Chi Q Phi Psi 
Alpha Xi Delta " Delta Tau Delta 
The Sisters of Alpha Xi Delta would like to con 
gratulate Stacey Sharpe on her pinning to Delia 
Tau Delta Todd Cavanaugh'  
Kel 
Best wishes to you and Win for a lifetime o» 
happiness together' Say hi to Tolo for me1 
Discover Kinko's ^ 
and come in for 
a quick byte. 
If you've got something to say but don't have the 
totals to make it all happen, come into 
Kinked to work on our self-service 
Macintosh* computers. You'll 
have your hands on a fast, 
powerful tool for desktop 
publishing and 
you'll save 
$2.00 on our 
regular rate' 
Come on In 
and create a 
masterpiece! 
$2.00 Off Per Hour on 
Macintosh Rental 
Bring this coupon into the Kinko's listed and save on 
every hour of self-service Macintosh* computer time. 
One coupon per customer. Not valid with any other offer. 
Good through October 31. 1991 
Open 7 Days 
354-3977 
115 Railroad St. 
kinko's 
the copy center 
Then jtet m mi (he ground floor in our uitdrn^riduak* officer 
conuiusMorufiK program You could sun pluming on a carm 
lik.- it*- mm HI tfus ad have And also hw some grrai 
advantage-, like 
■ Earning $100 a month during the school year 
■ As a freshman or sophomore. 
you could complete your ha.sK train 
ing during hvu su-week summer 
sessions and earn more than SI,300 
during each session 
Wanttqmove 
up quickly? 
■ Juruttrseammorethan $2,200  during one len-weefc 
summer session 
■ You can take free Chilian Dying lessons 
■ You re ctirnnussionrd upon graduation 
If you re looking t< > move up quit kh. ktok into the Marine Corps 
undergraduate officer commission- 
ing program You could 
start ofl making more 
than S22.0OO a year. 
ntfmJTKPnmtneHarma. 
Free plan* rides at the Wood County Airport 
September 23-24 
Cal Judl at 1 -800-875-4341 to schedule your flight or meet us at the Technology Annex. 
AOTT " AOTT • AOTT • AOTT 
To my Ul Rose Sis Angte Thompson 
Hope your week is gong wel1 
Get excited for our dele party1 
You're awesome" 
Alpha Love. 
Alteon 
AOTT ' AOTT ■ AOTT ■ AOTT 
AOTT Lara and Vanessa AOTT 
Get exerted for the date party because our ONU 
Sig Ep dates Scott. Bruce, and John are TOTA- 
LLY HOT' Love. Jennifer 
Are you adventurous? 
Are you daring? 
Are you willing to expand your hortrons? 
Then the National Student Exchange 
la tor youl 
Attend first Info, session on Sept. 20 - 
t .30 pm Union Faculty Lounge (2nd floor) 
Aren't we afl cituens 
in the same community? 
SELECT JIM TINKER 
Candidate for Mayor 
BRINGING PEOPLE TOGETHER 
Alpha XI Delta ' Kappa Sigma 
Get psyched for Trike Races) 
Sunday, September 22nd, 12:00 pm 
Student Services Parking Lot 
Kappa Sigma * Alpha XI Delta 
Alpha Phi " Jennifer SchJz ■ Alpha Ph. 
Congratulations   on   your recent   pearlings   to 
Jayson Splndler ol Toledo 
Love, Your Alpha Phi Sisters 
Kappa Ph.. a national Christian Women'a Ser- 
vice Organization, is looking for enthusiastic 
new members  For more *ifo  call Heather at 
372 1948  
KAPPA SKJ * ALPHA PHI • KAPPA SIG 
YAHOO, CMOD.   "JOY   0". TONY. 1011.   * 
ROI 
Here s to you. Here's lo me 
And chuggin' brews with an Alpha Phi 
On the Maumee how proud we wM be 
Saiang with men from the best fraternity 
Youl have fun |usf wart and see 
it will be the best date party 
SOUTER.   MARIA,   JILL.   MISSY.   SARAH   a 
ANGELA 
KAPPA 810 ' ALPHA PHI ' KAPPA HO 
AOTT ' AOTT ■ AOTT 
How do you feel? 
AOTT Is just what the 
 doctor ordered Ml 
KD'KD'KD'KO'KO-KO'KO 
Congratulations to Wendy Thomas. Kappa Del- 
ta Athlete of the Week* AOT- 
Your Sisters 
KD-KD-KD-KD-KD-KO- KD 
BG NEE0S STRONG LEADERSHIP 
Join Friends 'or Jim Tinker 
CSJ372-1861 0054-4557 
Putting the public beck In office I 
••'LIBBEYBYINGTON'" 
Happy 20th little) Bet you're 
excited to finally get out of 
those teenage yeeral Don't stress.. 
I'm sura thla weekend will be 
one to remember... I Just hope 
you can remember Ml 
Love ya, Llss 
Want a Spring Job In Washington. D.C.? 
Then the Washington Ctr. Internship 
Is for youl 
Hurry a Apply Now) Need to have 
your application soon. Deadline Is tO-t. 
Call Co-op Office at 372-2451 
for detalla ASAP! 
UVETALK 
1-flOO-773-3777 
ADULTS ONLY 
$2 50/mm   tOrmn'mimmum 
Looking   lor   8-10   photographers   to  cover 
events on  the BG campus   No experience 
necessary  W* train the right person   Salary 
based on performance   We provide equipment 
CaH 354 4802  
M.T. MUGG5 
Football Happy Hours 
25 Hot Dogs. S1 00 Domestics 
11-4 Saturday 
M.T. MUQGS 
Sunday Steak Dinner 
18o/ Porterhouse Homelnes. 
Garlic Toast • Ai for $5 50 
ALL DAY 
AOTT * ALPHA OWCROSf PI * AOTT 
Good Luck, Chert Trfner in your meet on Sat- 
urday1 We're all behind you1" 
DELT-SIGMA KAPPA-DEL T 
The Brothers of Delta Tau Delta would ska to 
congratulate Chris Brundage on his recent ■ 
vskermo to Sigma Kappa Carol WIBl-ll. 
D€IT-«*GMA KAPPA - 0CLT 
HI StO* • ALPHA PfM • PM BMM 
JOE. MATT. ANO JEFF 
"Coma ssH Away" on our river boot 
We hope to god It stays afloat 
Cause when we start rockin, 
There sm't no stoppaVM 
So get reedy to party and have a be* 
Your Alpha Ph. dates are the beat of them arT 
KIM. JILL. AND KIM 
PHI SIGS ' ALPHA PHIS " PHI BIGS 
HOME FALCON FOOTBALL TOMOSWOw" 
VS CINCINNATI, 4:00 PM 
BEE YOU AT PERRY FKLD 
HOME FALCON FOOTBALL TOMORROW 
VS CINCINNATI, 4.00 PM 
SEE YOU AT PERRY FIELD! 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE 
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED FLAG 
FOOTBALL • APPLY BY OCTOBER 2; ICE 
HOCKEY - APPLY BY SEPT 27 MANDA- 
TORY CUNIC FOR ALL SPORTS FILL OUT 
APPLICATIONS IN 109 RbC CENTER 
K 
Thanks 'or the memories' May you and Wi 
make many more together1 (Cant welt to meet 
hBM) 
Love.0 
DZDZDZ BETH ANIE BEAAORDZDZDZ 
CongratuMbona on your office   You have so 
much SPIRIT' Get exerted for an awesome 
year 
Love. 
Pledge Mom Jecki 
DZ OZ DZ DZ OZ DZ DZ OZ DZ 02 
DO DU Bike Race Champa DO 
8 years and riding   congratulations Dee Gees, 
your sisters ere proud Of you'  
the dawn of a new age is near! 
more to come  
Don't 
Forget 
Your Day 
Your pre-appointed senior portrait 
day, that is. Carl Wolf Studio, Inc. is 
on campus for six more days to 
shoot senior portraits. Please check 
the preassigned date you received 
from the studio for your photo 
session. Simply come that day to 
The KEY, 28 West Hall 10 a.m. to 6 
p.m. for your portrait; closed noon 
to 1 p.m. for lunch. 
P.S. If you missed your date or dldnt receive your studio 
letter, you can still be photographed by coming to The KEY 
during the next six session days during our regular times. 
We'll fit you in! 
Call 372-8086 for more details. 
Classified 
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DO DG DG DG DG DG DO DG OG 
UTTL£JUUE. 
SURPRISE"   I'M   GLAO   WE   FOUND   EACH 
OTHER   VOU ARE GREAT AND WE HAVE A 
LOT OF PARTYING TO DO1 I'M GLAD YOU 
FOUND YOUR HEART IN DELTA GAMMA 
UTB- 
BIG ERIN 
DG DG DO DG DO OG DG OQ DG 
Hey Clipboard Queen1 
It's not the same without you1 Hope this brought 
back some memories' See you soon1 
Love. Hawkeye 
DG Sisterhood DG Sisterhood OG 
This weekend is gomg to be great Our Sister- 
hood writ be ttrst rate Lets get excited tor the 
big    day1    Remember      The    city 
park onSunday  
DG Amy Ounaway DO 
The Sisters of Delta Gamma are proud to con- 
g/atulateAmy Dunsway on "*•< engagement to 
Tim Haney1 Best Wishes   LlTB 
Did you know'' 6 weeks after conception a ch*d 
sucks his or her thumb and can leel pain 
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA 
information on semester, year. 
graduate, summer, 
and internship programs m 
Perth. Townsville. 
Sydney, and Melbourne 
Programs start at $3520 
Call 1-800 878 3696 
CLUB 
SPORTS 
Presidents 
Meeting 
202 Memorial Hall 
Tuesday, Sept. 24,1991 
3:00 p.m. 
The Sutlers of Sigma Kappa would hke to with 
Alpha XI Delta and Kappa Sigma good luck 
with the Tnke Races this weekend 
Today is the last day to buy a balloon at the Ga- 
mma Phi Baaoon Sale So come out and make 
somebody's day with a balloon bouquet 
UAO Performing Aril 
AH past members of Perlorming Arts Commit- 
tee, we are meeting Monday nights at 9 pm in 
105 South Hal Come jom us agam for another 
fun-titled year with Performing Arts and UAO 
WANT TO KNOW THE SCOOP? 
Work for the paper 
that brings it to you 
volunteer reporters needed at 
THE BG NEWS 
Meetings 8 pm Sundays 
210 West Hal 
Or cal Lynn 372-6966 
To John. Jon. Nco. Troy. Matt and Stinky 
To the handsome genls at 808. 
For Friday night we cannot wait 
At 3 00 it will all begin. 
For it is Bat Races we want to win 
Thanks guys 
Kim. Celeste Ping and Wendy 
Wouldn't II be cool to be a Preview Day Tour 
Guide? Come and see at one ol our Informa- 
tion and training sessions on Tues. Sept. 24. 
8-8 pm or Wads. Sept. 25, 5-7 pm In the As- 
sembly Room, McFall Center. 
xo • xo • xo • xo ' xo • xo 
Mrky. Chakka Smitty. Jim. Keith. Jell 8 Al 
BATCAVE      CHEEOMUNGA 
What more could you ask for? 
Love, your Cru-O Dates 
Moty. Dawn. O'Neal, Heather. Lon   Kates. 8 
Lynn 
XO ' KAPPA SIGMA ■ BETA ■ PIKES ' XO 
YOUNGLIFE 
if you are Interested m a High School Christian 
Ministry please contact M*e and Adam at 
372-5053 or Krislen and Fay at 372-5560 
THE FALCONS 
PLAY AT HOME 
THIS WEEKEND! 
FRIDAY 
7:00 P.M. - Volleyball vs. Central Mich.* 
@ Anderson Arena 
SATURDAY 
11:15 A.M. - Women's Cross Country 
Mel Brodt invitational 
@ Whittaker Track 
11:45 A.M. - Men's Cross Country 
Mel Brodt invitational 
@ Whittaker Track 
1:00 P.M. - Soccer vs. Western Mich. 
@ Cochrane Field 
4:00 P.M. - Football vs. Cincinnati* 
@ Perry Field 
7:00 P.M. - Volleyball vs. Eastern Mich.* 
Anderson Arena 
Dtdtdfbfcy 
Happy One year Anniversary' 
What should we do? 
Care tor a game of Foroplay? 
Lat'sjust go see tha animals! 
Luv. 
WrybWnbfey 
DELTA TAU DELTA 
The Brothers ot Delta Tau Delta would like to 
apologize to Todd Machuca and Alpha XI Jen- 
nifer Tucker. andhVT. Williams and Alpha Chi 
Omega Nikola Flkeon the misprint in yester- 
day's paper We would like to congratulate 
them on their recent pinning and wish them the 
best ol kick 
DELTA TAU DELTA 
DG Blgs/Llttles DG 
We love our new Big Little pairs  Congrats to 
our pledges on finding your bigs   Vou women 
are fantastic -UTB 
DGOGDEEGEEDGDG 
To Meliasa Pecano and Ellen Miller 
I love you two and I'm proud of 
our new family' 
I love you. 
Wendy W 
DGDGDGDG 
Lit Leah. 
I'm so excited you're my hf  Welcome to our 
family. it'sgoingtobeC'R'A'Z'Y" 
LfTB. 
BigTIta 
DGDGDGDG 
Never Agam * Never Again " Never Again 
Never Agam is an organization which promotes 
responsible decisions about drinking and driv- 
ing We DO NOT condemn or condone drink- 
ing We are currently in the progress of staging 
a mock accident for alcohol awareness week 
and making some presentations in the area high 
schools Come and see what we're al about 
There wfl be a meeting on Tues.. Sept 24. 
1991 at 9 pm m the Tatt Room located on the 
3rd floor of the Union Questions? Contact Ja- 
son at 2-3730 
Never Again ■ Never Again " Never Again 
Phi Kappa Tau Phi Kappa Tau 
The Brothers ol Phi Kappa Tau would like to an- 
nounce the Christian of the Week 
KEVIN CALLAHAN 
Congratulations' 
Phi Kappa Tau Phi Kappa Tau 
Phi Kappa Tau Phi Kappa Tau 
The Brothers of Phi Kappa Tau would Me to 
congratulate Matt Purter and Renee Selover on 
their recent lavahenng1 
Congratulations! 
Phi Kappa Tau Phi Kappa Tau 
PHIMUPHIMUPHIMU 
Sister of the Week 
JANET CRACAS 
PHI MU PHI MU PHI MU 
PHIMUPHIMUPHIMU 
Officer of the Week 
TINA 8ENNING 
PHIMUPHIMUPHIMU 
OPEN SUNDAYS AT NOON 
This Saturday appearing hve at Quarters "The 
ShjnnmgerB." 
Phi Psl Phi Psi Phi Psi Phi Psl 
The Brothers of Phi Kappa Psi 
would Hke to congratulate 
Angola •urgrneler 
on being selected as our 
House Sweetheart' 
You're doing a great job' 
 Phi Psi Phi Psi Phi Psi Phi Psi  
Pi Beta Phi Pi Beta Phi 
We have the greatest pledges" 
Get psyched tor the sisterhood' 
 We love you' K R O P 
Amy Kavanagh, 
Happy 1 year annrversary' I cant wait to pick up 
that layaway. can YOU' 
Love AI way ■ 
JaH 
PI SIGMA EPSILON 
PROFESSIONAL FRATERNITY IN 
MARKETING AN0 SALES 
PLEDGE INFO NIGHT 
0:00 PM OCTOBER 1ST 
RM 300 EPPLER SOUTH 
ALL MAJORS WELCOME 
"JOIN US NOW. OR WORK FOR US LATER" 
PI SIGMA EPSILON 
POSTER SALE. Biggest and best selection 
Choose from over 1000 different images 
ROCK, OLD MASTERS (Monet, Dali Van 
Gogh, Picasso. Eschar. Matisse. Wyeth. and 
hundreds more') MOVIE POSTERS. BEATLES. 
SPORTS. DANCE. CARS. SCENIC LAND- 
SCAPES. TRAVEL. HUMOR. ROMANCE. 
PHOTOGRAPHY (Ansel Adams. Talbot, and 
others ) Most Images only $5 and $6 each' 
See us at the Grand Ballroom • University 
Union on Monday. Sept. 10th through Friday. 
Sept. 20th. between 10 am -1 pm. This sale Is 
sponsored by UAO.  
Progressive Student Organization is upset 
about Police harassment in Bowling Green 
YOU HAVE A VOICEI Get active, get involved 
-Unite against this invasion ol our rights Join 
us for this years first "FUNK THE POLICE 
PARTY" FREE music by Merry-Can-Man 
Tyehlmba Drum Ensemble and featuring 
FLASH YOUR BUDDHA. Fnday, September 
27th, 6 30-9 30 pm Student Services Build- 
mg WRITE IT DOWN' 
REQGAE BAN0 AVAILABLE 
THE ARK (fka ADDIS) 
CaH6M 253 6867 or 352-7143 
REGISTER 
TO 
VOTE! 
Km, 
Thanks for the best 6 months of my life' I love 
you1 
Scott 
ROGER AND MIKE 
Hey' Get psyched' 
Tomorrow night 
Wil be out of sight! 
You've got great dates 
(And so dowe'l 
So come sa*l away late 
Wllh 2aweseome Alpha Phis' 
-Lindi and Anrji 
S.F.S. •"SHERALD01"" S.F.S. 
Happy 21 si Birthday' 
Sorry it's late but you 
haven't celebrated yet anyway1 
Hope it's a great one' We 
love you' 
Love, your roommates 
SENIOR PROGRAMMING BOARD! 
SENIOR PROGRAMMING BOARD! 
SENIOR PROGRAMMING BOARDI 
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24 9:15 PM 
MILETI ALUMNI CENTER 
Sig Ep * DG ' Sig Ep ' DG 
Bob. Tree and Scott- 
Anyone for a Bloody Mary? What about Bob? 
Did you Boot yet? Tree, were's you* "dtle'7 
How cool is that? Scott, how bout that Witch's 
Wheel? We need more smokes' Thanks for a 
great Cedar Point Date Party' 
-Dawn, Joanna, and Gmger 
Sigma Chi Paul A Scott Sigma Chi 
Get psyched for Chee-O' 
XO Love, Your Dales XO 
Sigma Kappa ■ ■ ■ Sigma Kappa 
Get psyched for Trike Races' Let's make Spirit 
ahadibon' 
Sigma Kappa '    * Sigma Kappa 
WANTED 
1 male roommate needed, apt close to cam- 
pus, utilities paid lor. can 352-5649 
1 roommate wanted, own room. Sept rent 
paid, caff Alan, after 5. at 354-5802 
Bass player wanted for classic rock and hard 
rock band Experience and equipment neces- 
sary    Call   Justin   at   352-1438   or   Jeff   at 
354-7659  
Buying complete, empty Camel or Salem 
cigarette packs. 5 cants each. Call 372-3641. 
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLEI Many positions 
Great benefits Cal (605) 682-7555 Ext 
P3324  
Travel Sales Representative 
STS. the leader in collegiate travel needs moti- 
vated individuals and groups to promote Wm- 
tor/Spring Break trips For information call Stu- 
dent Travel Services. Ithaca. NY at 
1-800-648-4849 
Wanted Student with car for faN cleaning Call 
6864527 
FOR SALE 
Dorm    fridge    wanted     Will 
1-661-0803 
pay    $50 
Female to share apt now til May Rent $165 
Cal 354-7298 eveninga  
Roommate Naedadl 
Now 'til May. E Wooeter house. OWN ROOM. 
150.00'month, NO UTILITIES' No Sept. rent 
needed.   Call   Krlstle.   Brian   or   Chris   at 
353-3806.  
Wanted t or 2 people to sublease apartment 
close to campus Rent is $310 utilities or 
$155 per person Call 353-0305 ASAP 
Wanted 1 roommate for Spring Semester 
Close to campus Reasonable rates Call Beth 
or Lisa al 354 6053  
Wanted 1 roommate ASAP Apartment is close 
to campus Rent is $155 mo A utilities Cal 
Jason at 353-0305  
Wanted 15 overweight men or women to par 
ticipate In weight loss program for advertising 
purposes Must be 25 pounds or more over- 
weight For information cal 352-6976 
HELP WANTED 
$35,000 U S Government Own hours, pro- 
cessing FHA mortgage refund No exp. 
I 601-388 8242 Ext F 2593. to* refund 
Art student needed lo illustrate cartoons Con- 
tact Randy at 354 8568 
Attention Business, Marketing, 
Communication Majors 
Entry level positions open, work 10 to 40 hours 
a week/flux schedules to fit classes Start FT 
rvow/SP breaks   SB 00 starting pay   No tele 
marketing  No experience needed We'l train. 
Co-ops a scholarships awarded  Call for into 
today   1-535-3636 
Attention' Readers neededl $35,000 year In- 
come potential' Reading books and T V 
scripts Guaranteed paycheck - call 
1601 388-8242 Ext   BK 2593 24 hours 
Austraka wants you' Excellent pay' Benefits. 
transportation     All   trades   and   occupations 
I 601 388-8242 Ext A2593   24 Hrs  
Cash Problems? 
Earn big money now! Direct mail rape needed 
immediately' NO special skills required A great 
opportunity' For free details send a long SASE 
lo American Merchandising Co . 3786 Ftah- 
craek Rd . Suite 302-D. Akron. OH 
44224 5406 
Drum instructor for large baton flag & drum 
group In existence 5 yrs. warning many 
awards Instructing children 9 yrs and up 1 
hour per week. Tuesday eveninga Some expe- 
rienced, aome beginners New members wil 
sign up Sept  17 Call Jody 1689-2496 
FREE TRAVEL • Air couriers and Cruiaeships 
Students also needed Christmas. Spring, and 
Summer tor Amusement Park employment Cal 
(805)682 7555 Ext F-1658  
Immediate opening for a part-time (appro- 20 
hours/week) mechanical design student with 
CAD experience Resume to Timm Shelme at 
P.O. Box 408. BO. 43402 or call 352-9484 
Make II50 - 300.00 In 3 -10 hoursoy seling SO 
funny cosege T-ahirts NO financial obagatton 
Smaller or larger quantities available Cal tol 
free 1800 728 2053    
1 /3 ct oval diamond solitaire engagement ring 
Have papers   Worn 4  months    $750   Cal 
3546581  
Cannondate ST-600 18 speed Aluminum tour- 
ing bike, mini condition 372-2097 or 
3525343  
Double LoltS $60 
13" TV. SIS 
Col Chris at 372 5946 
For Sato. Apple II OS Computer with cokx moni- 
tor, keyboard, mouse. 3 1/2 and 5 1/4 disk 
dnves Appieworks software. Imagewriier II 
printer, and cables Asking $700; contact Den 
al 372-2634 or 353 7133  
For sale Sony 5 Diac Carousel Player & 
Pioneer VSX 3300 tuner & 180 watt Fisher 
speaker Best offer cal 353-2211. ask for Ni- 
cole  
Men's 26 inch Schwinn X-tra Lite bicycle, Ike 
new $150 Cal 352-6432 
Mobile Homo 2 bedroom. AC porch with 
awnmg Appliances and curtains stay Walking 
distance lo B G S U Low monthly bias $5400 
or best offer Can 354-8134 
Roland 505 Drum Machine Cal Eric at 
372-1248 $175 or nearest oiler 
SEIZED   CARS,    trucks     boats.    4whoators, 
motorhomes.   by FBI.   IRS. DEA   Available In 
your   area   now    Cal   (805,   682-7565   Ext 
C2804 
Trek 1200 Aluminum Racing Bike with lots of 
xtras Cal Kent 372-6187  
Trek Road Bike 19" Good condilon $100 
352-2292. leave message 
Women's 19 Schwinn Bicycle - $40 Call Su- 
san 352-9408 
FOR RENT 
1 and 2 bedroom furnished apt within 2 blocks 
riomcampus Call 352 7454  
2 BR apt with 2 baths Brand new building, use 
my  security  deposit   aa   1st  month's  rent! 
$387/month. Cal Laurel at 352 31 76 or New 
love Rentals at 352-5620 
Apartments Available 
" 2 bedroom unfurnished 
* 1 bedroom unfurnished 
' Furnished Efficiency 
Cal John Ne wiove Real Estate 
354-2260 or stop by 
319 E Wooster 
(across from Taco Bel) 
For rent $225 mo   Serious or Grad student 
Quiet   location     Non   smoker    Call   Tom 
362-3329  
HOUSE FOR RENT 
Country living with city conveniences, 10 mtn 
from BG 4 acres with large pond Greet room 
with fireplace. 2 1/2 baths, large country 
kitchen dry basement, hot water heat, wood A 
gas furnaces No house pels. City water, 
sewer, one year lease $800 plus utrtties 
669.4536.9-5  
House tor rent. 2 BR. parttatty furnished, nice 
back yard, 2 maes north of campus on route 
26 C1669-2437  
Sublease Roomy 1 bedroom apartment near 
campus to sublease immediately' Cal after 
7 00 pm 655-2977 
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Meet Belaf the columnists, the Tribe 
CHALLENGES LURK IN THE 
WIDE OPEN SPACES, SO DONT 
LET THE OBVIOUS FOOL YOU. 
THROUGH THE LOOKING-G- 
LASS AND BEYOND IN THE 
HEART OF THE BIG COUNTRY. 
1111 f 
Some roles Bcla Lugosl should 
have had. In a better universe. 
One with time travel. And Taco 
Dorltos for everybody 
- Hannibal Lecter In Silence of 
the Lambs 
■ The Joker In Batman 
- Buggln'-Out In Do The Right 
Thing 
■ The thief with the hat In 
Home Alone 
! ! ! I ! 
As the BG News columnists get 
entrenched on page two In this 
first month of the semester, a few 
things are becoming obvious. 
First off, Michael F. Martone Is 
the best of the bunch to date. 
Martone has combined some big 
Issues with a wonderful sense of 
the absurd (klnda The Great 
Space Coaster meets Nlghtllne)to 
create the beginning of avolce. 
No small feat at a newspaper that 
Is still quaking from the after- 
effects of loco linguist Chuck Tra- 
vis. Martone's playwrltlng trick 
was great a couple of weeks ago, 
and he liked It so much he used It 
again this week. Careful there, 
Mike. Too much of a good thing, 
ya know. 
As for the rest of the merry 
Page Two Crew, Sharlyn Avlna, 
John Bernard, and Steve Bargdlll 
have done OK. Michael Brennan 
has shown flashes at times In 
making blgtlme politics under- 
standable for the little man. and 
this Connell Barrett guy Is gonna 
be a holy terror as soon as he gets 
an understanding of campus poli- 
tics, local Issues, and BG In gen- 
eral. Then he can stop picking on 
the fat. the elderly, and other tar- 
gets of his crosseyed wit and get 
down to the business of harpoon- 
ing those who truly deserve It. 
!!!!! 
As our beloved Cleveland In- 
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dlans plummet towards the 
1 OO-loss mark, It's time to stir up 
the usual Tribe September Opti- 
mism. Here goes. 
The Wahoos really do have 
some fine young talent on the 
squad - lnflelders Carlos Baerga 
and Mark Lewis, outfielder Al- 
bert Belle, pitchers Charles Nagy 
and Shawn Hlllegas, and, of 
course, catcher Sandy Alomar, Jr. 
The Tribe's '91 swoon can be 
traced to Alomar's plague of In 
Juries, Belle's behavioral prob- 
lems, and the totally-unexpected 
collapse of All-Star relief pitcher 
Doug Jones, who pulled a "Super 
Joe" Charboneau-type slump 
which landed him In AAA ball 
for much of the season. 
The trick now Is to keep these 
guys and the rest of the young 
talent together and not deal for 
the Keith Hernandezes and Ron 
Kittles of the baseball world, 
faded heroes who collect their 
paychecks with no guilt at their 
lack of production while in an In- 
dians uniform. 
The rumors of some lunatic 
woman Interrupting a poetry 
reading at Grounds For Thought 
In downtown BG have caught my 
attention. Apparently, the 
psycho In question Interrupted 
some poet In motion, screaming 
and claiming that he had stolen 
her poem and the government 
had stolen her poems and that 
none of the assembled crowd 
knew what was going on and 
general paranoid rambllngs. Not 
for kids, these poetry readings. 
These klnda things make me 
realize how much I miss those 
hardcore creative writing work- 
shops, the ones where tongues 
and opinions flashed quick and 
sharp and some of Ohio's 
sweetest psychobabble filled the 
air. Those were heady times. So 
much for those postmodern con- 
structs about "the failure of the 
written word" and all that dung. 
11111 
BG NEWS EDITOR JILL NOVAK 
: You guys don't have a problem 
with us running a crossword, do 
you? 
BG NEWS EDITORIAL EDITOR 
MATT DANEMAN 11 quit. 
ESPOSITO laughs hysterically. 
Later... 
MICHAEL F. MARTONE i (to 
himself) What a splendid literary 
device! 
11 j 11 
Frank Esposlto, a senior Eng- 
lish major from Warren, Ohio, Is 
editor o/The Insider. 
oDeeper 
^Jnouants 
Wok 
^teve 
^J\nowlL on 
Did you vote USG? II you 
didn't, you really missed 
out. 
I did, and they gave me 
a can of pop. 
Insider/Joy Murdock 
from inside THE INSlDER 
There's no way around It, vio- 
lence Is an undeniable part of 
every life. (Baml Ouch!) It's on 
TV, In the movies, and blasting 
from every radio from sea to 
shining sea, from the mountains 
to the prairies and the earth to 
the sky. Hell, It has even 
squeamed It's hairy Ilttly way 
Into The Insider. (Jeepers. Sha- 
ggy, It's everywhere!) 
Scott DeKatch, Artls Moore, 
Dan Nallen and Dave Huffman 
delve Into the Incredibly violent 
world of our popular culture on 
pages 4 and 5. (Zap, pow, 
crunch!) 
(Hope It doesn't leave them Ir- 
reparably scarred for life. Two of 
them owe me money.) 
On the less abusive side of our 
world. Tim Funk Jazzes up page 3 
with musician Dave Brubeck, In a 
preview of Brubeck's upcoming 
University concert. 
Oh, that Tim Funk, oh, that 
Dave Brubeck. Oh. that sweet, 
sweet music! 
Meanwhile, Karen Koster par- 
ties New Year's-style on Put-In- 
Bay and Emily Vosburg gets deep 
down Into the Red Zone, a new 
Toledo alternative dance haven, 
for all you existential folks, on 
page 6. 
Boy, that page 6Just keeps get- 
ting better and better...and better 
and better.... Party on dudes! 
The cold weather has really 
made us realize at Insider Central 
the things we'll miss this winter. 
Warm summer days, tossln' the 
ol' football, hangln' out at the 
pool, and uh...whale huggln', 
patchouli smellln', granola crun- 
ching hackey-sack klckln', acous- 
tic guitar strummln'... 
Gettin' Into the groove of life — 
we're the Insider. 
The Editors. 
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Jazz legend swings into BG 
by Tim Funk 
sloll beo'mk 
Ambassador of Jazz Dave 
Brubeck opens this year's Uni- 
versity Festival Series with his 
latest entourage. 
The Dave Brubeck Quartet per- 
forms at 8 p.m. Friday. Sept. 27. 
In Kobacker Hall of the Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
The quartet currently Includes 
drummer Randy Jones, string 
bassist Jack Six. and Bill Smith, o- 
rlginal clarinetist from Brubeck's 
1947 ensemble. 
Brubeck has spent over fifty 
years as one of America's top Jazz 
performers. Through over 100 
albums and 400 compositions. 
Brubeck set the Immortal stan- 
dards of his off-metered time sig- 
natures and blues-rooted Improv- 
isations. 
University percussion Instruc- 
tor Wendell Jones lauded 
Brubeck's Innovations with 
meter. 
"He called people's attention to 
the fact that you could break 
away from traditional meter and 
still have great Jazz."Jones said. 
Jones also recognized 
Brubeck's ability to Innovate and 
still succeed commercially. 
Brubeck's legendary musical 
DRACVLA S LAST STAND. The greal Bela Lugosl stars In "Plan 9 from Outer 
Space," his last film which will be shown at the Glsh Theater this Thursday 
iTrish ft Tom 
Kim R. ft Jerry 
Natalie ft Ryan 
Nancy ft Marc 
V3 Laura ft Vo 
Nick 
Elena ft The Greek 
Amy ft Buddy 
Jen ft Joey 
Michelle ft Michael 
Colleen ft Eddie 
O'Neal ft Smiiiv 
Jenica ft Bender 
Anfiie ft Man 
Hope ft David 
Lori ft John 
Mr. ft Mrs. Matchie 
V3 Shannon ft Sam 
Julie ft Chris 
Lara ft Jarrod 
Spenc ft Man 
Lynn ft Al 
Renee ft James 
Nicky ft John 
Missy ft Rob 
Jules ft Steve 
Heather ft Brian 
Jenny ft Jevon 
Amy H. ft Matt 
Kim ft Paul 
Ann ft Scott 
Nancy ft John 
Kelley ft Jason 
Julie ft Heath 
Stephanie ft Mike 
Michelle ft Bill 
Emily ft Brian 
Molly ft Mike 
Lori ft Keith 
Heather ft Jim 
Katie ft Jeff 
Dawn ft Chakka 
Jenn ft Cosmo 
Shannon ft Brian 
Amy ft Matt 
Ellen ft Chipper 
Heather ft Mike 
Suzanne ft Patrick 
Amy ft Jim 
Carla ft Jon 
Alissa ft Mike 
(C 
.-• 
career began at Mills College in 
Oakland, California, where he 
studied under classical composer 
Darius Milhaud. Following early 
work with an octet, Brubeck 
formed his first trio, winner of 
both Downbeat and Metronome 
awards for Best New Instrument 
Group. 
Brubeck gathered the famous 
quartet In 1951 with the late, 
great saxaphonlst Paul Desmond. 
With this group came the "West 
Coast Cool" sound which stormed 
college campuses In the 50s. 
By 1959. the quartet earned 
performances alongside the New 
York Philharmonic and Leonard 
■ See Brubeck, page 8 
JAZZ KING Dave Brubeck will perform at the University Sept 27 
WORST MOVIE EVER 
'Plan 9 from Outer Space' is so awful it's awesome 
by David T. Ring 
contributing writer 
Make a plan to see a really bad 
movie this Thursday night. 
Plan 9 from Outer Space. 
hailed by critics as "the worst se- 
rious science fiction movie of all 
time" will be Invading the newly- 
renovated Glsh Film Theater Sep- 
tember 26. The film contains the 
last few on-screen moments of 
vampire movie legend Bela Lu- 
gosl (who was In the throes of a 
powerful morphine addiction at 
the time), and tells the story of 
fiendish aliens (is there another 
type?) who plan to take over the 
earth by reviving the dead and 
using them as evil zombies. 
"Lugosl was pretty much on 
the skids by this time," according 
to Jack Nachbar, head of the Pop- 
ular Culture department. 
After Dracula and a few other 
well received scl-fl/thrlller clas- 
sics, Lugosl was effectively bran- 
ded as an evil character actor, 
usually with a vamplrlstlc ele- 
ment. Therefore It was Increas- 
ingly difficult for him to find 
"good" roles. His final roles were 
mediocre at best. Lugosl died Just 
four days after shooting of Plan 9 
began, and a cloaked stand-In Is 
used for most of the film. 
"There may be some merit in 
the fact that It was his last mov- 
ie," Nachbar said, "but that's 
about It." 
Some film buffs disagree, 
however, extolling the film as 
"the funniest scl-fl cult movie 
ever made," rivaled only by The 
Rocky Horror Picture Show. 
The film begins at 9 p.m., 
probably not by coincidence, and 
admission Is free. 
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Tracy ft Scott 
Jenii ft Mike 
Dawn ft Mike 
Suzanne ft Jonathan 
Linda ft Gres 
Cindy ft John 
Heather ft Steve 
Jen ft Aaron 
Lisa ft Squirt 
Kristi ft Tim 
Tripp ft Tummy Gummy 
Kiki ft Tom 
Cheri ft Dick 
Penny ft Harry 
Amy D. ft Jason K. 
Allie ft Blakelv 
Victoria ft Eric 
Jen ft Todd 
Jennelle ft Nate 
Jill ft TJ 
Anfiie ft Scott 
Sandi ft Rick 
CHEE-O-REGGAE FEST ® 1991 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
Renee ft Jamie 
Wendy ft Mike 
Heath Monster ft Hunk 
Amy S. ft Pete 
U3 Cindy B. ft Bunch 
Kim C. ft Kevin 
Karen M. ft John 
Christie ft Joe 
Tracy ft Jim 
Jessica C. ft Kevin 
Kelly ft Tommy T. 
Bridget ft Mark 
Dawn ft Brian 
Sandy ft Rick 
Lora ft Joe 
Uicki ft Brian 
Katie ft Kevin 
Chris ft Glenn 
Jennifer ft Dave 
A. Sims ft Doug 
Maureen ft Graham 
Laurie ft Matt 
Steve-0 ft Terri 
Jessica B. ft Kevin 
Christine ft John 
Holly ft Brian 
Kim ft Pat 
p 
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Janet Leigh In "P*ycho"(l960) 
CULTURAL KNOCKOUT 
A flood of violent images assaults Americans every day. 
Are We Becoming Numb? 
by Scott DeKotch 
contributing writer 
Americans love violence. 
This should come as no sur- 
prise to anyone who has ever had 
a basic American history course. 
After all. we Yanks are some of, If 
not the most violent, bloodthirsty 
people In the world. Maybe It's 
because our founding fathers 
were descended from people 
who perfected the art of tortuous 
executions. The thirst of our fore- 
fathers has yet to be quenched. 
Some of the most popular 
American 
films are over- 
flowing with 
violence. In 
1939, Gone 
With the Wind. 
with its vivid 
sequence de- 
pleting William 
T. Sherman's 
infamous burn- 
ing of Atlanta, 
won ten Acad- 
emy Awards. 
More recently. 
Dances With 
Wolves, with Its 
graphic opening 
sequence, bloody combat 
scenes and animal death 
scenes that probably had PETA 
officials vomiting In the aisles, 
swept the 1990 Academy 
Awards Ceremony. Films Includ- 
ing Misery and Silence of the 
Lambs were nominated for 
several awards. 
Since the Motion Picture rating 
system was adopted In 1968, 
American films have Increasingly 
become more violent. 
"American culture Is more vio- 
lent than any other nation," Dave 
Huffman, campus films director, 
said. "People are no longer 
shocked when they see 
someone's head blown off." 
While some critics would argue 
that this shift Is due to Americans 
becoming more violent, Jack 
Nachbar, Popular Culture chair- 
person and Film Studies Director, 
believes that violence Is an as- 
pect of Western culture that dates 
back to the first two stories of the 
Bible - Adam and Eve's expulsion 
from the Garden of Eden and 
Cain's slaying of his brother 
Abel. 
"One story is of an Inclination 
toward evil and the other Is a 
murder," Nachbar said. "It's a 
basic Judeo-Chrlstlan concept of 
humanity." 
So Is the Judeo-Chrlstlan world 
one wrought with evil, murder- 
ous tendencies? Or is It merely a 
world with an Insatiable appetite 
for violence? 
The most popular movie rental 
at Late Nlte Video. 140 E. Woos- 
ter, Is currently the 1990 version 
of Lord of the Files. This film, 
based on the William Goldlng 
novel that puts forth the hypoth- 
esis that man Is Instinctively vio- 
lent and will eventually be re- 
sponsible for the fall of hu- 
manity, has been rented 279 
times since January. Driving Miss 
Daisy, an Oscar-winner with no 
dark, violent themes, has only 
been rented 73 times this year. 
Late Nlte employee Angle Ma- 
Ilcoat stated that ac- 
tion/adventure and horror films 
are, by far, the biggest money- 
makers at Late Nlte. 
"They're definitely our most 
popular movies," Mallcoat said. 
"For every two (ac- 
Don Knolls In "The Shakiest Con In the West'(1968) Clint Eastwood In ■The Enforcer'11976) 
tlon/adventure or horror films), 
we (only) rent out one comedy or 
drama." 
Some critics also believe that 
Motion Picture Association of 
America ratings executives are 
more lenient with violent films 
than with films containing expli- 
cit sex scenes. 
"Dances With Wolves Is an ex- 
tremely violent film and It got a 
PC-13' rating," said Huffman. "II 
It had an amount of sex equal to 
the amount of violence. It would 
have been rated R'." 
In another example of the pub- 
lic's thirst for violence, the UAO 
screening of Silence of tht 
Lambs was the first film th 
semester to pack the Glsh 
Film Theater. Silence... has 
come under fire due to the 
way the film makes 
use of violence. 
"Thev didn't turn it Into 
cartoon violence and that' 
why It was more dis- 
turbing, " Huffman said. 
Television has also been 
criticized for containing 
too much violence. 
Programs such as Cops. Ameri- 
can Gladiators and The Simpsons 
bring violence into living rooms 
and Nielsen boxes everywhere. 
Even such classic cartoons as 
Tom and Jerry andBugs Bunny 
contain scenes of animated house 
pets beating each other silly. 
The advent of cable television 
In the late 1970s allowed for 
more violent programming. 
"There Is a trend toward more 
violence In programming," 
Nachbar said. "However, situa- 
tion comedies have always been 
on top (of the ratings)." 
Cable television Is constantly 
paving newer, more violent 
roads In the entertainment world. 
Producers have recently dealt 
with the Idea of televising public 
executions.' 
Critics claim that too much 
media violence can make audi- 
ences numb. These critics believe 
that as people are made apathetic 
to violence, they are made more 
prone to committing acts of vio- 
lence. 
Such criticism, and proposed 
programming with less violence. 
Is not necessarily the answer to 
the alleged problem of media vio- 
lence. 
"They're non-dlscrlmlnatory In 
what they condemn too often," 
Nachbar said. "I think kids know 
the difference between a TV rape 
and Tom and Jerry beating each 
other." 
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ICE CUBE i The truth hurts Just ask him. 
RAP." What does 
"Beat" really mean? 
by Artls Moor* 
contributing writer 
Rap and violence. To middle-class America, which Is outside 
of mainstream Hip-Hop culture, these terms are synonymous. 
The numerous fights that break out at rap concerts have noth- 
ing to do with the music. They usually concern a few stupid 
punks that feel they have to prove their manhood by fighting 
over stepped-on gym-shoes or agitators In the back who push 
the crowd forward until somebody has a beef with them or 
whoever they think Is doing It. In other cases two Immature kids 
from high school try to carry out some klndergarden vendetta 
over spilled milk In the lunchroom or some girl. 
I've been to rap concerts. I know how this shit goes down. As 
far as the Los Angeles situation goes. If you put Bloods and Crips 
In an opera performance, ballet recital, movie theater, or a bus 
stop together, there's going to be a brawl. 
Many, but by no means all, rappers include depletions of 
graphic, sometimes senseless violence In their lyrics. As a prime 
example I'll use the Geto Boys' "Mind Of A Lunatic": 
"/ sit alone In four-cornered room staring at can- 
dles/Dreaming of the people I've dlsmantled/l close my eyes 
and appears In a circle/Images of sons of bitches that I've mur- 
dered" 
Scary, ain't It? It gets worse: 
"My girl's getting skinny, she's strung out on dope/So I went 
to her mother's house and cut out her throat" 
Before you call the FBI. think about It, this Is Just a rap based 
on the headlines of serial killings that pop up from time to time 
as often as hurricanes. Rap artists aren't given the luxury of us- 
ing their Imaginations, so outsiders take everything said by rap- 
pers literally. 
When talking about violence In rap, no discussion Is complete 
without NWA. I think NWA and Ice-T are the pioneers of Gang- 
sta Rap. Gangsta Rap Is violent and very graphic, but It's real. In 
1988, NWA burst onto the rap scene to tell about the hazards of 
being young and black In South Central Los Angeles. Their songs 
gave listeners a look at the drug dealers, the gang warfare, and 
police fascism that exists In their neighborhood of Compton. The 
violence In the songs they make are from the gangsta's point of 
view from his world. 
In the NWA theme song "Gangsta,Gangsta,' from the album 
Straight Outta Compton, Ice Cube breaks It down like this: 
"Here's a little something 'bout a nlgga like me/Never shoulda 
been let out the penltentary/Ice Cube would like to say that I'm 
a crazy motherf—r from around the way/Since I was a youth I 
smoked weed out/Now I'm the motherf—r that you read 
about/Takln' a life or two/that's what the hell I do/You don't 
like how I'm living? Well f-k you/This Is a gang, and I'm In 
It/My man Dre'llf-k you up In a mlnute/Wlth a right, left, right, 
left you're toothless/And then you say 'Goddamn! They ruth- 
less!" 
The false hype that the media gives to the violence In rap lyr- 
ics Is, for the most part, garbage You've got to listen and exam- 
ine for yourself. 
METAL: 
Slamming 
Sells 
by Dan Nallen 
contributing writer 
The best indicator of America's 
lust for violence Is probably the 
music we listen to and buy every 
day. 
I know I'm not the only person 
who stumbles home on Saturday 
nights and Immediately clicks on 
MTV to see Headbanger's Ball. 
Heavy metal Is the life-blood that 
feeds our love of violence. 
There's nothing more exhilarat- 
ing than being In the middle of 
13,000 corn-fed. drunk. 15-year- 
old rednecks all "banging their 
heads" and pumping their fists at 
a Warrant or Kingdom Come or 
Bulletboys concert. 
Everyone has their favorite 
metal song, either Led Zeppelin 
or Poison or something In be- 
tween, and this is what makes 
heavy metal the most popular 
form of music around. All hard 
rock has a violent edge to It, 
BULLETBOYS   Harmless wankers or headbangers? 
whether It's slamming at an 
Anthrax concert, or a collective 
desire to decapitate Kip Winger. 
The proof of this pop violence Is 
in the millions of records sold. 
It's obvious that the Pet Shop 
Boys would sell more records If 
they guillotined babies onstage. 
Instead of Motley Crue's Vlnce 
Nell and Axl Rose of Guns N' 
Roses threatening each other In 
the press, wouldn't we really 
rather see Whitney Houston and 
Harry Connlck Jr. pummel each 
other Into submission? 
Violence In music Is by no 
means a new thing. In the 60s, 
the Doors practiced "confronta- 
tional performance" regularly, 
and the Rolling Stones concerts 
often erupted Into violence. The 
punk movement In the mld-70's. 
led by the Ramones, the Sex Pis- 
tols, and the Clash, Introduced 
slam-danclng, probably the most 
obvious display of the love of vio- 
lence going hand In hand with 
the love of music. Slamming Is 
still popular In underground 
scenes and has actually gained 
popularity by moving Into the 
thrash metal scene. 
It's no accident that violent 
bands are popular bands. But In 
1991, the bands that people con- 
sider violent usually are not. 
Groups like Metallica and Anth- 
rax, both champions of the metal 
scene, are singing against racism 
and corruption In government, 
but are considered by many to be 
violent. It's the fans - that's us - 
who enjoy the violence. People 
look to metal as an outlet for their 
aggressions, and there can't be 
anything wrong with that. 
ff&© G!%&G£ID0£?© fls (DvQffQVj) 
by David Huffman 
Seven years ago veteran horror 
director Wes Craven Introduced 
audiences to Freddy Krueger, 
everyone's worst nightmare. 
Freddy'sDead: The Final Night- 
mare Is the sixth and supposedly 
last of the A Nightmare on Elm 
Street series. This time Freddy is 
really dead. 
Rachel Talalay, the producer of 
the third and (ourthNlghtmare 
films, has made her directorial 
debut In hopes of putting an end 
to the recurring cinematic night- 
mare. She has made a film that 
fits well Into the series and does, 
seemingly, kill off Freddy. 
Ever since his untimely death, 
Freddy Krueger (Robert Englund) 
has been systematically slaying 
the children of Sprlngwood, 
Ohio. There Is only one surviving 
teen from this small community, 
and rather than kill him like the 
others, Freddy uses this amne- 
siac teen to bring back his long- 
lost daughter. Freddy needs his 
daughter because only his "flesh 
and blood" can carry him out of 
Sprlngwood to set up shop else- 
where. 
In the past, people have tried 
to kill Freddy buy burning him, 
burying him, and splashing him 
with Holy Water. None of these 
were able to last longer than the 
producer's desire to make more 
money. 
What It takes to kill Freddy Is 
exactly what It takes to breathe a 
little life back Into the overdone 
series, a gimmick. "Freddyv- 
Islon," or to the layman. 3-D, Is 
what It takes to kill the most evil 
child killer In film history. 
As Freddy's daghter goes to 
battle with him In her dreams, 
she dons a pair of paper 3-D glas- 
ses. This is the signal for the au- 
dience to follow suit and experi- 
ence the final battle In "Freddyv- 
Islon." 
In addition to this classic gim- 
mick, the film offers some won- 
derful cameos which. In a very 
off-beat way. help the film Im- 
mensely. Alice Cooper plays 
Freddy's father. (If anyone were 
the father of Freddy Krueger, It 
would have to be Alice Cooper.) 
Johnny Depp returns to his roots 
(he was one of Freddy's first vic- 
tims In the original film) and an- 
swers the question: Who would 
win In a fight, Freddy Krueger or 
Edward Sclssorhands? 
Over the years Freddy has de- 
veloped from horror menace to 
campy stand-up comedian. As 
Freddy slashes his victims with 
his patented knlved glove, he 
throws out one-liners to take the 
edge off of the violence. 
These Jokes and the entire 
nature of the film make It more of 
a comedy than a horror film. The 
violence Is extreme, but so ex- 
FREDDY KRUEGER Kill him Ityou 
can. 
treme that It becomes a sick Joke. 
As Freddy Is totally maimed and 
destroyed, the audience Isn't 
even shocked. The gory effects 
should cause a stronger reaction 
than laughter, but that seems to 
be a "natural" American way to 
respond. 
It wouldn't be fair to review 
this film on any normal film 
scale. It Is not a "quality" film. It 
Is exactly what anyone would 
expect It to be - a near duplicate 
to any of the other films. 
However, if you're a fan of the 
series, the 3-D, funny one-liners 
and cameos make It worth see- 
ing. If you're not, don't bother. 
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Island hosts 'New Year's' bash  Toledo seeing red 
with hot new club by Karon Koster (ontr ibulmg writer 
3. .2.1. ..HAPPY NEW YEAR! 
A little early for this kind of 
celebration? 
Not If you're at Put-ln-Bay this 
Saturday night. 
Christmas lights, noise makers, 
streamers and lots of holiday 
cheer are on the agenda for this 
weekend's "New Year's at the 
Bay'' celebration. 
Sponsored by the Island's 
Chamber of Commerce, the fes- 
tivities mark the end of the busy 
tourist season on the Lake Erie 
island. located 44 miles northeast 
of Bowling Green (about an 
hour's drive) off the shores of 
Port Clinton. 
"Basically. It's just a big party 
and a lot of fun. "said Robin 
Burns, a Kent State University 
student whose parents own a 
house on the Island. 
Some of the activities being of- 
fered Include Las Vegas-style 
gambling In the streets, a boat 
decorating contest and live enter- 
tainment by local singer Pat 
Dalley. 
"This weekend Is sometimes 
known as Boater's New Year's." 
said Barb Chrysler, member of 
the Chamber of Commerce. "It's a 
big weekend for the boaters." 
Dalley will be appearing Satur- 
day night at the Beer Barrel Sa- 
loon. Known for his Jimmy Buf- 
fett-style music and singing, he Is 
expected to attract capacity 
crowds to the Saloon. 
Ferry boats leave from Ca- 
tawba Bay and Port Clinton every 
half hour and cost four dollars. 
Although the Island has one 
hotel and six motels, all rooms 
are reserved for the weekend. 
However, boats will be leaving 
the Island between 11 p.m. and 
midnight. 
If you're worried about missing 
this weekend's festivities, fear 
not! Put-In-Bay will also host an 
Oktoberfest celebration on Oc- 
tober 5 and a Halloween party on 
October 25. 
THE PHEASANT ROOM 
offers a 
SUNDAY BUFFET 
All you can eat only $5.95 
located in the University Union 
Quantum 90 card accepted 
12-2 p.m. 
372-7947 or 372-7949 
miMi 
CM] Wed. • Live B»nd» Thura. • Ladles Nil. 
Fit • Happy HR 6 to » pm 
Sat. • Spin-on 
Industrial 
Alternative 
Newbeat 
© 
118 an over with proper I.D.i 
217 N. Superior • Downtown/Toledo 
Second Level • For Events Phone 243-0300 
by Emily Vosburg 
rorl'ibuling wr>ter 
A postpunk Industrial dance 
playground, complete with cor- 
rugated steel walls, chain link 
fences and more lights and fog 
than Dick Clark ever dreamed of. 
is opening In Toledo tonight. 
The Red Zone, 217 N. Superi- 
or, Is geared toward an Intel- 
ligent, fun-loving crowd. 
"This bar doesn't cater to peo- 
ple who just want to go get 
drunk. It's aimed at people who 
want to listen to the music," 
owner Allan Seder said. 
Wednesday nights will feature 
local bands. Thursdays, Fridays 
and Saturdays will feature alter- 
native dance music. 
The disc Jockeys, Eric Hall of 
Bowling Green and Woody and 
Boomer of Toledo combine their 
musical tastes to create a well- 
rounded mix of dance music. 
"I've been everywhere and I've 
never heard anybody mix as 
good as (our DJs)." Seder said. 
The Red Zone will be having a 
Grand Opening night tonight with 
CD giveaways for the first 100 
patrons. 
"A lot of people are tired of the 
alternative scene In Bowling 
Green," Hall said. "People from 
Cleveland and Detroit want more 
and the Red Zone is more." 
Future concerts scheduled In- 
clude Mind Funk and Rythmn 
Corps In October. Front 242. 
Nine Inch Nails and the Butthole 
Surfers are also scheduled. 
"If It's the best, we'll get It," 
Seder said. 
Tired of Being a Face in 
the Crowd? 
Check out 
Winthrop Terrace 
Apts 
and be someone 
Special! 
Call 
352-9135 
HOWARD'S club H 
210 N. Main 352-9951 
CREATIVE RITE 
Friday and Saturday. September 20-21 
18-20 Welcome 
S2.00 cover after 9:30 
21 laid Over 
SI.00 cover after 9:00 
HOURS: 
Mun.-Sat.:    Noon 'til 2:30 ».m. 
Suaday:    2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m. 
* Mlnl-Pitchers Every Day * 
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Try Dave's medical special   ROCK GOSSIP FROM 
by Daws laiklnd 
Incredible College of Musical Knowledge 
OK OK I know life has been 
feeling like It's been In slow mo- 
tion since the summer started 
midway thru May. The summer 
swelter made the days move like 
Jello. The autumn haze purloined 
your energy. 
Well, class. It's time to reclaim 
our adrenaline and shift life Into 
high gear. Let's pull Into the fast 
lane, ride the roller-coaster of life, 
suck down a tall glass of Jolt Cola 
and shake our groove things. 
Yep. here at "Dr. Dave's Incredi- 
ble College of Musical Know- 
ledge", the Autumn of Our Re- 
birth has begun. 
In this week's thoroughly ran- 
dom drawing, Jeff Weldy, who 
believes Prince Is the best concert 
act - and he's probably right, es- 
pecially If you saw him on MTV's 
Awards. Nice butt, huh? - Is this 
week's winner. He knew that the 
correct answers to last week's 
"comeback" quiz were: 
1 .Aretha Franklin 2.Chubby 
Checker 3 Cheap Trick 
4.Aerosmlth 5.Cher 6. "You Got 
It" 7. Aaron Neville 8Dusty 
Springfield 9.The Monkees 
Dr. DAVE'S 
MUSIC QUIZ 
10 "Call It Love" 
To enter this week's quiz, sim- 
ply send your name, address, 
phone number, and favorite co- 
mic strip, along with the answers 
to "Dr. Dave's Quiz," c/o 214 
West Hall or drop It In the woo- 
den box In 210 West Hall before 
8 a.m.. Sept 25, 1991 
Week after week. lam bom- 
barded with questions asking: 
"Dr. Dave, what kind of doctor 
are you?" Well, truth be told. I'm 
not a doctor (YET), although I do 
portray one on TV. Anyway, let's 
see If you sage readers can figure 
out just what kind of doctor I'll be 
by answering these questions re- 
lated to my chosen field: 
Freshman level-One point 
each. 
1. Who sang the Number One 
hit from 1984 "The Reflex"? 
2. Who sang about child abuse 
In "Luka"? 
Sophomore level-Two points 
each. 
3. Who sang "Manic Monday "? 
4. Who was "Addicted To 
Love" In 1986? 
Junior level-Three points each. 
5. Who opposed animal 
research In his hit "Shock the 
Monkey"? 
6. What band had "Hysteria" 
In 1988? 
Senior level-Four points each. 
7. What band sang the Top 10 
hit "Obsession   In 1985? 
8. Who sang the 1984 song 
with the line, "I always feel like 
somebody's watching me"? 
Graduate level-Five points 
each. 
9. What former lead singer of 
an American band hit the Top 40 
In 1984 with "Go Insane?" 
10 What 1982 Number One 
hit contained the line "There's 
nothing wrong with my state of 
■ Sec Dave, page 8 
( INEMARK   THEATKtS 
CINEMA 5 1V"2 r"D 
THE BLACK SWAMP 
Nik Sormaz of Jericho Turnpike 
TURN, TURN. TURNPIKE : 
The guitar addicts of Jericho 
Turnpike will hit the North Coast 
tonight as they open for the New 
Salem Witch Hunters at Peabo- 
dy's in Cleveland. The guys are 
set to do some recording at De- 
troit's White Room studios some 
time In November. 
In other Pike notes, guitarist 
Nik Sormaz has noticed a definite 
lack of cubism In campus pub- 
lications lately and expressed his 
dismay. He's also taken to en- 
dorsing Saran Wrap underwear 
Nik advises punching holes In the 
garments "so you won't get all 
steamed up." Then he mumbled 
something about a "bacterial 
cesspool" and laughed. 
■ See Rock, page 8 
BUSTING LOOS6 ON TH€ 8€ARCflTS 
Crawford Strukel 
II you can't make it to the field, make it to the radio   Dave 
Strukel and Ray Crawford provide your ticket to all the action 
starting at 3:30 
- Catch BO vs cinci on WBOL' 88.1 FM - 
tflMcWJVWfJW^^ 
ms "(UU 
PITCHERS - GAMEROOM ■ PEZA 
FRI & SAT SEPT 20 & 21 
THE GOOD TIME, FEEL GOOD, 
PARTY TILL YOU DROP BAND! 
! 18 &OVER WELCOME!! 
t ........ ' 
WEEKEND SPECIAL! 
$.50 HOT DOGS 
$1.50 PIZZA'S 
OPEN MDN-SAT4PM-2:30AM HAPPY HOUR 4PM-»PM 
1616 E. Wooster - B.G.     354-7499 
ww 
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Chapterhouse easy & obvious 
by Tim Funk 
stall writer 
The bulk of the Chapterhouse's 
college sensation Whlrlpoolyms a 
listening pleasure, but nearly 
stumbled Into "easy listening.'' 
The LP was also weakened by an 
ever-lurking tendency to make Its 
Influences obvious. 
Whirlpool jumps on the Man- 
chester bandwagon of 60s pop, 
yet dodges a strict identity with 
the genre. Its evident that Man- 
chester lingers In the percussion 
run 
and tambourine backbone of 
their sound; but rather than com- 
plementing It, Andrew Sherrlffs 
lead vocals sink beneath It In a 
nearly ephereal whisper. This 
faint vocal Introspection often 
clashes with Whirlpools energe- 
tic choruses, making the gaps In 
between Into nearly "new age" 
voids. 
"Breather" misleads the 
listener with the only straight- 
forward guitar energy on the LP. 
Cuts to follow, like "Autosleeper" 
and "Treasure." exemplify Chap- 
terhouse's tendency to emulate 
the ephereallsm claimed by the 
Cocteau Twins. Occasional erra- 
tic guitar interrupts these songs. 
The single "Falling Down" 
blends strong vocals with fantas- 
tic wah-wah guitar and the for- 
mulaic Chapterhouse percussion. 
The percussion ofWhlrlpool, 
however, often takes on the 
sound of the Charlatans UK. 
■ From Hruhi-.'k. page 3 ^™^~—^— 
Bernstein. Along the way, 
Brubeck's quartet shared the 
stage with Charlie "Bird" Parker, 
Dizzy GlUesple and Stan Getz 
Sound recordings archivist BUI 
Schurk recalled Brubeck's early 
78 rpm records on Columbia and 
Fantasy Records. The records 
featured hits like Time Out. which 
showed "stylings akin to the 
more avant garde rhythm fit blues 
pianists." 
Tickets for the Dave Brubeck 
Quartet concert are available at 
the Moore Musical Arts Center 
box office or by calling (419) 
372-8171. 
Happy 
Hour 
6-9 
DM B6 
Party Bar 
Presents 
■■■■■■■■■I 
FR1 20th 
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SAT 2lst 
RIZZO 
LADIES NITE NO COVER! 
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TUES 24th 
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IT BEARS REPEATING 
JOIN USG 
Applications for: 
University Committee 
due Sept, 20th 
turn into 405 Student Services 
■ From Rock, page 7 
SOULBOYSBECOME SPIDER 
MEH : In another reshuffling of 
the local scene. Random Soul 
parted ways with guitarist An- 
thony Makes (all together now 
"artistic differences'). The re- 
maining crew - vocalist Jason 
Hill, drummer Tom Huesman, 
bassist John Penka - have re- 
cruited guitarist Chris Chadler. a 
veteran of the Cincinnati rock 
scene, and dubbed themselves 
Splderfoot. 
"The guitar sound Is a little bit 
heavier now." Penka said, "but 
It's still blues-Influenced funk 
and straightforward rock." 
Splderfoot performs with 
Loudhouse at Frankle's. 308 
Main St., Toledo, tomorrow night. 
MIND GAMES: Word on the 
street has It that Black Minds of 
Music, BG's rap warriors, are 
shopping around a five-song 
demo In hopes of landing a re- 
cord deal. The band Is Insistent 
on maintaining creative control 
over their music. More power to 
'em. 
NO REST FOR THE WEEKEND 
: Easystreet plays host tonight 
and tomorrow night to the Swag- 
gering Rogues, an "alternative 
dance" cover band who've 
played throughout Ohio and 
Michigan...Frankle's, 308 Main 
St.. Toledo, hosts Groovedigger 
and South Going Zak to- 
night...Creative Rite brings their 
ritual to Howard's this week- 
end...and 100 Proof will cruise to 
Good Tymes tonight. 
■ From Dan. page 7. ^———— 
mental health?" 
This week's winner will earn 
an OFFICIAL Dr. Dave diploma 
and a FREE promotional cassette 
courtesy of the generous folks at 
Finders Records and Tapes, con- 
veniently located In downtown 
Bowling Green at 128 N. Main. 
Dr. Dave wants YOU to be this 
week's winner!! 
4 
Campus Pollyeyei      w^ ^,      +r 
440 E. Court 9      *   ^? 
332-9638 jHsjoy «, Saturday 
Good Aftar 12:00 Midnight Post Party Specials 
2 Larga Papparonl 
Pino* 
so no AH*1 ■VeW Midnight 
Expires 10-1341 
1 Lara* 1 Itam Pizza and 
1 order of Braodstlxs 
$7.00 
Expire 10-13-01 Alter 
midnight 
2 Small Papparonl 
Pli 
$6.00 Alter Midnight 
Expire 10-13-91. 
3 Larga Orders of 
Braodstlxs 
$6.00 
Additional After MMnkjht 
orders $2.00    Expire 10-1301 
CLA-ZEL THEATRE 
BOWLING GRKliN • Mi-IMI 
New Price Policy!! 
irnl BPopco n 
• ViM Sudent I.D 
At Or Concession Standl    I 
Ulpiroi 8/26/gi ^^S 
SCHWARZENEGGER 
TERMINKTOR a 
JUDGMENT OKU g 
Seat. 27    "TMInil LouJii" 
TIW IMIflEH Friday. September 20.1981    • 
TV LISTIHGS: 
September 23,1991 
September 29,1991 
DAYTIME MORNING     SEPTEMBER 23, 1991 ■ SEPTEMBER 29, 1991 
5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 
o Nightwatch Business News This Morning Sally Jessy Raphael Design. W. Family Feud Pnce 
o Sign-Off Cont'd CBCNews Any. Grows Wok With Van Mr Dressup Sesame SI. 
ID Home Shopping Spree CBS News Newsg This Morning Jenny Jones Dpsiyn  W Family Feud Price 
CD Ag-Day NBC News Todayg Donahue Sally Jessy Raphael One on One 
m Sign-Off Cont'd ABC News Good Morning America Q Live - Regis 8 Kathie Lee Geraido Home 
© Sign-Off Cont'd Homestretch Business Sesame Street g Instructional Programming 
0D Sign-Off Cont'd Homestretch Contact Sesame Street Q Instructional Programming 
m Too Close H s Heroes Melodies G.I. Joe Tiny Toon Bullwmkle Chip-Dale DuckTaies g Robert Tilton Highway to Heaven g 700 Club 
G3 H'mooner News Monkees Muppets Video Power Gl. Joe DuckTaies g Peter Pan Bewitched New Beaver Happy Days Laverne 3s Co 
ESPN Auto Racing Getting Fit SportsCtr Nation's Business Today SponsCenter Varied Programs Getting Fit 
TMC Movie Cont'd Movie                                                                         JMovie                                                                        | Movie 
DAYTIME AFTERNOON 
11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
O Price News Young and the Restless Bold. Bea As the World Turns Guiding Light Geraido Donahue 
O Sesame St Midday Country Practice Coronation High Road Upstairs, Downstairs Never Twain Danger Bay Video Hits Talkabout 
CD Price Newsg Young and the Restless Bold. Bea As the World Turns Guiding Light Oprah Winlrey g Golden Girts Cosby Show 
CD Cover News Closer Look Days ol Our Lives g Another World Santa Barbara Gro. Pains Head Clss. ALFg Cheers g 
m Home Cont'd Loving g All My Children One Lile to Live General Hospital Chuck Woolery M-A"S"H News 
© Instructional Varied Instructional Programming Varied Sesame Street g Mr Rogers Reading Contact 
GD Instructional Instructional Programming Movie Animals Sesame Street g Mr Rogers Reading 
m 700 Club K Copeiand Varied Bewitched Jeannie Laverne Peter Pan Flmtstones Tale Spin g Beetieiuice Dark wing Ninja Turtles Gilligan 
0D Webster Jeffersons g 1 Love Lucy Andy Griffith B. Hillbillies Saved-Bell Chipmunks Menace Tale Spin g Beetlepce Tiny Toon Gro. Pains Head Clss 
ESPN Training In Motion Bodyshape Jake Varied Programs KIDS. Legends ol Wrestling Trucks Varied 
TMC Movie Movie Varied           Movie Varied Programs 
HOT CUTS! 
Our stylists are just 
dyeing to meet you. 
•2.00 Off Any Service 
IWhat are you waiting for? Call now!| 
353-WAVE 
SPECIALS 
Sm      Med     Lg    XLg 
Cheese   '3    »4.25    *5     $6 
Ex. Items 50 .75 •1 25 
ol3iaPe,,o'5 
OPEN 4PM 
Noon Sat. & Sun. 
Free Delivery 
352-5166 
Expires 
10-15-91 
Not valid with any 
other offer 
Bowling Green Only 
COUPON 
limirrlmuBr £* 
SWEETHEART 
ROSES 
Mixed Colors 
$6.00 a Dozen 
CASH & CARRY 
353-1045 428 E. Wooster 
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MONDAY EVENING     SEPTEMBER 23,1991 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News Can Be lo'rl Shade Maior Dad Murphy B Design W Northern Exposure News Financial Arsenio Hall 
O CBC News Newsmag Mem P 1 High Arctic Northwood Night Heat                                                  Journal CBC News Baloney Special Squad 
ID News CBS News Wh. Fortune Jeopardy' Shade Major Dad Murphy B Design W      Northern Exposure News Sweating Bullets TBA 
© News NBC News Enl Tonight Cur   Altai' Fresh Prince Blossom Movie.  Wild Texas Wind' News Tonight Show 
m Love Con ABC News M-A'S'H Family Feud MacGyver NFL Football New York Jets at Chicago Bears Arsenio Hall 
m Computers Business MacNeil/lehrer Newshour Movie: "A Cry in the Wild Photos Grounds lor Peace EastEnders Arab World Arab World 
SD MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour Business Wild Am Mov»:   A Cry m the Wild Photos Dinosaurs Arctic Exp Served Chance to Live 
69 Boss' Mama Married Night Court Movie: "Code ol Silence Star trek  Neil Gener Marr ed Night Court Mama Get Smart 
69 Boss' Family Ties Golden Girls Married Movie:  Inside the Third Reich News Married M'A'S'H Hunter 
ESPN Sports Up Close SportsClr NFL NFLMon Schaap Talk Horse Racing Double Dutch Ch Baseball SpoflsCenter NFL Greal 
TMC Mone   Dakota  Cont'd Movie   Witness Mov*    The Sleeping Car Move   Blue Thunder F lathners 
TUESDAY EVENING     SEPTEMBER 24,1991 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News Can Be Told Rescue 911 Murder m New Hampshire The Pamela Smart Story News Taxi Arsenio Hall 
O CBC News Newsmag On Road 5th estate Market PI. Man Alive Journal CBC News Baloney Special Squad 
CD News CBS News Wh Fortune Jeopardy1 Rescue 911 Murder in New Hampshire The Pamela Smart Story" News Exile TBA 
CD News NBC News Ent Tonight Cur Allan Move    Perry Mason  The Case of the Fatal Fashion      Law & Order News Tonight Show 
S3 Love Con ABC News M-A-S-M Family Feud Full House    [Home Imp Roseanne     Homelront Arsenio Hall Night line Into Night 
® Computers Business MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour Nova Health Quarterly On Challenged Wings EastEnders Arab Work) Arab World 
69 MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour Business Wild Am Nova Health Quarterly On Challenged Wings Sei.ec) Chance lo Live 
69 Boss' Mama Married Night Court Move   Running Scared' Star Trek Next Gener Married Night Court Mama Get Smart 
69 Boss' Family Ties Golden Girls Married Movie.  ins»de the Third Retch News Married M'A'S'H Hunter 
ESPN Running Up Gose SportsClr Major League Baseball Teams to Be Announced Major League Baseball Teams to Be Announced 
TMC Movie "The Rose Garden                                        |MOV«   Listen to Me'                                              |Movie:  Del by Temptation                   JMovie   Raw Deal 
WEDNESDAY EVENING    SEPTEMBER 25,1991 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News Can Be Told Royal Family Teech Jake and the Fatman 48 Hours News Taxi Arsenio Hall 
o CBC News Newsmag Unexpected Race lor the Bomb Nature ol Things                                  Journal CBC  News Baloney Special Squad 
CD News CBS News Wh. Fortune Jeopardy' Royal Family leech Jake and the Fatman 48 Hours News Scene ot the Crime TBA 
CD News NBC News Ent Tonight Cur. Affair Unsolved Mysteries Night Court Semleld Quantum Leap News Tonight Show 
S3 Love Con. ABC News M'A'S'H Family Feud Dinosaurs Gro. Pains DoogieH Sibs Anything Good S Evil Arsenio Han                    iNightime Into Night 
® Computers Business MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour Live From Lincoln Center                                                                                                  | Movers - The Arab Wortd 
69 MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour Business W'W Am Live From Lincoln Center Nova 
69 Boss? Mama Married Night Court Movie    Easy Money Star Trek Next Gener Married- Night Court Mama Get Smart 
69 Boss' Family Ties Golden Girls Move:   El Dorado Ne*s Married M'A'S'H Hunter 
ESPN Inside PGA Up Close SportsCtr. Major League Baseball Teams to Be Announced Baseball SportsCenler Baseball       JHorse 
TMC Movie:' Cage" Movie    Penitentiary ill Movie "Fear Movie   Greal Balls ol Fire1" 
WAY"*- 
ft   EASYSTHEET 
•• - .-v.    • 
104 S. Main St.      \^^.( 353-0988 
W-i\e J&txmggermg ^Rogues 
Friday and Saturday 
Next week:  Saturday College Football 
1 p.m. Notre Dome vs Michigan State 
Worth 
Watching 
The best in 
entertainment 
and information 
is on your public 
station,Channel 
27. Check the 
listings for this 
week's programs. 
WBGU 
TV27 
SAVE CASH! 
Rent Videos from 
THE PIZZA 
VIDEO STORE! 
* New Releases '1.99 
* General Titles 99* 
* Tues & Thurs        2 for 1 
352-8779 
Located behind the 
• State Liquor Store 
and next to Krogers. 
Tto Friday. SeotamDir 20.1M1    11 
THURSDAY EVENING     SEPTEMBER 26,1991 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 H:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News Can Be Tok) Top Cops Trials ol Rosie O'Neal Knots Landing News Taxi Arsenio Hall 
O CBCNews Newsmag Smoker Adnenne Clarkson Kids in Hall  | Kids m the Hall                | Journal CBCNews Baloney Special Squad 
IB Neva CBS News Wh Fortune Jeopardy1 Top Cops Trials ol Rosie 0 Neill Knots Landing News Fly by Night TBA 
IB News NBC News Ent Tonight Cur Affair Cosby Show |oit World Cheers Wings Reasonable Doubts News Tonight Show 
ffl Love Con. ABC News M'A'S'H Family Feud Pros* Cons FBI Slory Detective Primelime Live Arsenio Hall                      Nightline Into Nigh! 
m Computers Business MacNeil/lehrer Newshour Wild Am Plgfct FIN Mysteryi Pokhcs New Tiiuana 
GD MacNeil/Lenrer Newshour Business Wild Am Ok) House Old House Mystery1 Served Grounds for Peace 
03 Boss' Mama Married Night Court Simpsons Orexeil Beverly Hills. 90210 Star Trek Ne«t Gener Married Night Court Mama Get Smart 
Q) Boss' Family Ties Golden Girls Married Simpsons Drexell Beverly Hills. 90210 News Mar.-] M'A-S-H Hunter 
ESPN ThDreds Up Close SportsO SpeedWeek College Football UCLA at San D«go Stale BtMM SportsCenter Trucks 
TMC Movie    To KIN a Cop  Coma Movie:  Fast Food "                             JMovie   Speed Zone! Movie    Navy SEALS J iggw 
FRIDAY EVENING    SEPTEMBER 27,1991 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News Can Be Tok) Princesses Brooklyn Movie   Stranger at My Door News Taxi Arsenio Half 
o CBC News Newsmag Uneipected Rumpole ot the Bailey Street Legal Journal "HI Nam Good Rockm' Tonite Number 27 
o News CBS News Wh Fortune Jeopardy1 Princesses Brooklyn Movie:  Stranger at My Door" News Dark Justice TBA 
IB News NBC '!'■■■■: Ent  Tonight Cur. Affair Real Life Expose Dear John Flesh-Bid Reasonable Doubls News Tonight Show 
m Love Con ABC News M'A'S'H Family Feud Family Step by S Strangers Baby lak 20/20 Arsenio Hall Nightlme In Concert 
m Computers Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wash Week Wall St Doctor Who Adam Smrth Mystery' 
m MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Business McLaughlin Wash Week Wall Si Talking With Da.id Frost American Masters Served Health Quarterly 
S3 Boss' Mama Mamed Night Court America s Most Wanted Ultimate Challenge Star Trek Next Gener Married... Night Court Mama Get Smart 
0D Boss' Family Ties Golden Girls Married America s Most Wanted Ultimate Challenge News Married M'A'S'H Star Trek 
ESPN Motoworld Up Close SportsCtr Mafor League Baseball: Teams to Be Announced Maior League Baseball Teams to Be Announced 
TMC Man Worn,''" Short Film Movie: "Troop Beverly HUts"                                    JMovie: "The Shrimp on the Barbie" Movie   Relentless                              |Movie "Crash and Bum" 
SATURDAY AFTERNOON     SEPTEMBER 28,1991 
11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00         3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
O Future Waldo Muppets Game Pro Earth Jrnl. Texas Triathlon Baseball 9t Maior League Baseball Teams lo Be Announced 
O Sesame Street Homeworks Disability Gardener Fish'n Driver s Seat Peopi-Dog Sports Weekend 
CD Future Waldo Muppets Slorybreak Kingdom Aibertville 92 Baseball 91 Maior League Baseball Teams to Be Announced 
G) Saved-Beii Saved-Beil Sat Videos School Quiz Great Expectations            Ryder Cup Goll D.i, Three 
© Bugs Bunny & Tweety College Football: Florida State at Michigan College Football Teams to Be Announced 
® Cooking Cooking Ciao Italia Garden Gourmet Oka House Workshop Hometime Collectors SO Model Austin City Limits Lonesome Pine Special 
m Classic Car Fred Trost MotorWeek Streamside Old House Garden Workshop H i ni'i rre Gourmet Collectors Gourmet Alexander Herbal Scl Model 
03 Star Trek Star Trek Star Trek Star Trek Star Trek Star Trek Star Trek 
03 Movie. ' Conan the Barbanan ' Star Search Lilestyles-Rich Star Trek 25th Anniversary Star Trek 
ESPN S Water College Gameday Speed Auto Racing: NASCAR Late Models Tnathlon: Paradise           |Dog Show Powerboat Racing Billiards 
TMC Movie    Raw Deal   Contd|Movie   The Karate Kid Pan ill                                  |P.CI Snow Movie   Air America'' Movie   Heart Condilton 
TOTAL BEAUTY FOR THE 
TOTALLY BEAUTIFUL YOU 
VIMI mil M.ii'i« SyttfRirfd Sjlon In* Itn? 
UM-M r»pr<i (noaVwonjI rnonrnnpncU- 
liom on CUTS AND ST YUNG.    MAIRIX 
( OUM ll<HNIQ*H\     MATRIX 
PI KM*<      jrwl a iwtvNMlifrd MAIRIX 
IIOMI IIAIRCARCPIAN 
M.ii«. ivin .irwl Uintvp      arompkw 
prr)aVs%ioiul bwuty plan trom our 
>.iii.it in >• HI 
A  *»T Annttl*     Hair Studio 
Dawar 354-8533 
Annette Dewar - Owner 
Stephanie • Terri • Missy • Paula 
10% OFF Any Service With 
A Student I.D. 
141 W. Wooster 354-8533 
The 
COPY SHOP 
117 East Court St.    B. G.     352-4068 
more thnnjust copies! 
Get the BEST PRICE - Call Us 
Copying • Printing • Typesetting 
Screen Printing • Word 
Processing • Trophies • Plaques 
• Certificates 
Inde Labels^ 
A. 1 
II       ( ,ini|i.i. i IJWS 
Fosters. 
Imports    /*  tblnnis Ta/pes    • \     Postcards 
Local Music' 
/    Rock & 
y Tye Dye Shirts 
"/ $1.00o« \Stickers 
w i this AD 
So OO or mor« No limit*1 
Expires 9 26 91 \ 
Sole, special order, consignment, or trades excluded \ 
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SATURDAY EVENING 
(i;()(l 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News Big Chuck WKRP Movie    Her Alibi PSI Luv U News Movte   Foxes 
O CBCNews Goll CFL Football B C Lions at Hamilton Tiger-Cats Kids m the Hail CBCNews Movie    Matewan 
ID News CBS News Wh Fortune Cash E<p  Movie    Her Alibi P S 1 Luv U News Star Search Preview 
CD News NBC News Entertainment Tonight GoWen Girls Torkelsons Empty Nest JNurses Sisters News Saturday Night Live 
m College Football American Gladiators Boss' Gro Pains Young R.dcrs Commisti Arsemo Ha"                     IFH the 13th Series 
m Club Drinking 101 Lawrence Welk Show Queen Mother In Person Talking With David Frost American Masters Sleep Atert     Austin City Limits 
© European Tony Blown Lawrence Weik Show Movie    The Jungle Book Movie   All This and Heaven Too 
m Star Trpk 25th Anniversary Cops Cops Video Best Worst Comic Strip Live Stuntmasiers Spacehunter Adventures 
GD Stuntmasiers Star Trek Next Gene' Cops Cops Video Best Worst News Emergency Star Trek American Gladiators 
ESPN Billiards SportsCtr Sorxetxd     [College Football Teams to Be Announced Baseball College Football Southern Calilornia at Oregon 
TMC Heart Cnd Movie    Tnmk Big Movie    Cyborg Movie   Raw Deal | Movie   Red Scorpion 
SUNDAY AFTERNOON    SEPTEMBER 29,1991 
11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
e HofflM Face Nation In America NFL Today NFL Football Chicago Bears at Butlalo Bills NFL Football 49ers at Raiders 
o Coronation Besi Years Meeting Place Canada       |CFL Football Toronto Argos at Ottawa Rough Riders Hymn Sing Grizzly Adams 
ID Real Estate Coaches Coaches      |NFl Today NFL Football Chicago Boa's at Buffalo Bi'ls NFI Football Pack.»s at Rams 
CD Ryder Cup Golf Day Four |NFL Live NFL Football Miami Dolphins at New York Jets 
6D Larry Jones WeevDavid Brinhley Close-Up Business Home Agam Telecast Movie    Gunc HO TBA WKRP           | Memories 
m Tony Brown Lalinas Firing Line Sleep Alert Great Performances Cottontown Market Ednors One on One McLaughlin Geographic 
m Degrassi J Club One on One Adam Smith Movie "The Big Country Lawrence Welk Show Doctor Is In images 
m TBA IRA Browns Grudge Match                     .Emergency     Missing Out Ol World Secret I D     Charles Harry. HenOr Dracuia Superboy Super Force 
© American Gladiators Star Trek Next Gener Movie   Used Cars Movie   The Big Chill Boss' Family Ties 
ESPN Reporters SponsCtr NFL Gameday Auto Racing: NASCAR Winston Cup •• Tyson Holly Farms 400 Auto Racing Off Road Star Snot Hcse Ra 
TMC Perry Mason Case of Musical Murder     | Movie    Witness Movie    Armed and Dangerous Movie   Cage 
SUNDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O NFL Football 60 Minutes Murder She Wrote Movie:   Mission of the Shark' News Siskel Arsemo Hal 
a Bonanza Family Hour Movie   Palais Royale Venture CBC News Capital City 
ID NFL Football 60 Minutes Murder. She Wrote Movie   Mission ot the Shark News Movie   Crime ol Innocence 
ID NFL Football M&B           |Eerie. Ind Man-People Pacific St Movie      And Then She Was Gone" News Sports Roggms TBA 
W ABC News EnwpwcE Lite Goes On Videos Funniest Movie    Keeping Secrets Editors WKRP Siskel 
ffl Lawrence Welk Show Mathnet Kugel Caper Nature Movie:  Longtime Companion Lawias Ideas Sign-Oft 
© Nat Cole WM Am Austin City Limits Nature Movie    Longtime Companion Mrs Noah No Hot Combat Z 
IB Star Trek Neit Gener True Colors Parker L In Color Roc Married. H Head Sunday Comics TBA TBA Beauty and the Beast 
© Golden Girls Gio Pains True Colors Parker L In Color Roc Married H Head News Sports Extra Married M-A-S'H Kenneth Copeiand 
ESPN Baseball Tonight NFL Pfimetime Maior League Baseball San Francisco Giants at Los Angeles Dodgers SportsCenter NFL Pnmetime 
TMC Movie   Navy SEALS Movie   Narrow Margin JMovie    Witness Movte:  Cage 
^Jhc ^Afrrangctncnt 
Hnin - SKIN - NAILS 
181 S. Main St. 
352-4101 
352-4143 
Complete Salon Services for Men and Women 
• Hair Design • Perms • Hair Coloring & Highlighting • Manicures & Pedicures • 
• Sculptured S Fiberglass Nails • Makeup Analysis, Demonstrations & Application • 
• Facials • Body Massages • Eyebrow, Lip, Leg & Bikini Waxing  • 
• Eyelash & Eyebrow Tinting • 
$14.00 in FREE HAIR CARE PRODUCTS 
with this coupon 
Valid for first time customers.  Receive products specifically chosen for your hair type at the time of 
your appointment 
Expires: October 5, 1991 
• SEBASTIAN • REDKEN • MATRIX • NEXXUS • PAUL MITCHELL • 
M.T. 
iMUGGS 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
1414 I. Wooifer 
Cold Beer, Good Food, Fun People 
19 And Over Welcome 
Hours: 
WTh .11*1/ 10 
I 2O0-230 
SA1 I1CO230 
VW 1? 00-2 30 
Happy Hour Drinks & Food Specials 
Thursday 4 Friday 
4-7 
Btcom, a Mug Club Mtmbtr and r*c«iv« spscial 
prices on B««r 4 Drinks In your personalized mug. 
?sc HOI Dog* 
50c Ptto S*ces 
1 lor S1 00 Tocos 
BOWLING      GREEN      STATE      UNIVERSITY 
Vol. XXII, No. 2 September 20,1991 
Jazz legend Dave Brubeck to perform at BG 
Jazz legend Dave Brubeck and 
his quartet will present the open- 
ing concert ot the 1991 -92 Fes- 
tival Series at Bowling Green State 
University. 
The quartet will perform 8 p.m. 
Friday. Sept 27, in Kobacker Hall 
of the Moore Musical Arts Center 
Known tor his use ot off- 
metered time signatures, empha- 
sis on improvisation and harmonic 
experimentation rooted in the 
blues, composer-pianist Dave 
Brubeck has spenl 50-plus years 
as one ot America's top jazz per- 
formers. 
The jazz man, who has more 
than 100 albums and 400 compo- 
sitions to his credit, got his first 
piano lesson at the age of four 
from his mother, a piano teacher. 
He entered college planning to be 
a veterinarian, but soon switched 
his major to music, graduating in 
1942. 
After a stint serving in World War 
II under General Patton. Brubeck 
entered Mills College to study with 
the famous French composer Dar- 
ius Milhaud It was there he began 
composing and performing with an 
octet. He later played with a trio. 
the Dave Brubeck Trio. 
In 1951, he formed the quartet 
with his old friend, saxophonist 
Paul Desmond, and created what 
became known as the "West 
Coast Cool" sound that exploded 
on the college scene during the fil- 
lies Playing leading jazz clubs as 
well as touring with the likes of 
Charlie Parker, Dizzy Gillespie and 
Stan Getz. the quartet went on to 
appear with the New York Phil- 
harmonic and Leonard Bernstein 
in 1959. The group disbanded in 
1968. Two years later Brubeck 
organized an "all Brubeck quartet" 
with his sons Darius. Dan and 
Chris 
The current version of the quar- 
tet includes drummer Randy 
Jones, who joined in 1978 and is 
aformer member of the Maynard 
Ferguson Big Gand; Jack Six on 
string bass; and clarinetist Bill 
Smith, an original member of the 
1947 octet. 
Single tickets to hear the quartet 
perform live in Bowling Green are 
$8, $14. and $20 There is a $2 
discount for students Tickets are 
available at the Moore Musical 
Arts Center box office between 
noon and 6 p.m weekdays or by 
calling (419)372-8171 Tickets 
may be reserved by using Master- 
card or VISA. 
The Dave Brubeck Quartet Lett to right Jack Six. Randy Jones. Dave Brubeck and Bit Smith IPhotocour- 
tesy Public Relations} 
Annual Hispanic Month to bring art, poetry to campus 
In only the second year of its ex- 
istence at BGSU. Hispanic Herit- 
age Month is changing it's formula, 
attempting to bring more compas- 
sion and feeling to the month's ac- 
tivities, according to Latino Stu- 
dent Union President Michele So- 
Iz. 
In contrast to last year's panel 
discussion blitz, this year there will 
be an invasion of art and poetry. 
This new focus takes advantage of 
the power of art and it's advan- 
tages over the spoken word and 
will provide activities where there 
is a chance to "recognize and 
celebrate our backgrounds and 
where we come from," says Soliz. 
Prior to last year's Hispanic Her- 
itage Month, there was a Hispanic 
Awareness Week. 
University President Paul Ols- 
camp and Bowling Green Mayor 
Ed Miller will provide what Soliz 
calls the "traditional and appro- 
priate opening" at 8 a.m. on Oc- 
tober 1 in McFall Center amidst 
"'Hispania!" a display of Hispanic 
art. Free and open to all. it will be 
in the form of a press conference 
and will also include Vice Presi- 
dent of Student Affairs Mary Ed- 
munds and cabinet members of 
the Latino Student Union. 
The press conference officially 
introduces the event to both the 
community and the University, So- 
liz says. 
A public reception honoring the 
exhibit will be at 4 p.m. and will in- 
clude refreshments. The exhibit 
features, among other things, 
works by BGSU Professor Adrian 
Tio. 
Other activities will be an award- 
winning guitarist, two poets, sev- 
en painters and sculptors, and an 
award-winning actress and writer 
The second event will take place 
on Oct. 9, when poet Pat Mora win 
read from her works beginning at 
4 p.m. in Prout Chapel. A native of 
El Paso. Texas, Mora is the author 
of two poetry collections, 
"Chants" and "Borders," both ot 
which won Southwest Book 
Awards from the Border Regional 
Library Association. 
At 7 p.m. that evening, the film 
"Stand and Deliver," starring Ed- 
ward James Olmos will be shown 
in the Gish Film Theater, Hanna 
Hall. 
Poetry will also be on the 
agenda Oct. 16, when Martin 
Espada conducts a luncheon pro- 
gram in the Towers Inn Dining 
Room of McDonald Quadrangle 
The hour long program begins at 
noon. 
Sponsored by the College of 
Arts and Sciences, the cost is $5, 
which includes lunch; reservations 
can be made by contacting the 
college office at 372-2015. 
The classical music ensemble, 
El Calido Viento, will take center 
stage Oct. 19 for an 8 p.m. con- 
cert in the Moore Musical Arts 
Center's Bryan Recital Hall. 
High school students from 
around the state will be on campus 
Oct. 21 for a series of workshops 
focusing on Hispanic culture. The 
first workshop will begin at 1 t 30 
a.m. in the Town Room of the 
Union. Entitled "Grupo Cultural 
Iberoamericano," the workshop 
will focus on the popular culture of 
Spain and Latin America. 
Then at 1:30 p.m. two work- 
shops will be held. The first, exa- 
mining the issue of cultural diver- 
sity, will be held in the Town Room 
of the Union The second, focus- 
ing on the Spanish language, will 
be held in the Campus Room of 
the Union. 
While designed for high school 
students, the workshops are open 
to the public 
On Oct 24. writer, historian, 
lecturer and actress Carmen Alicia 
Morales, will present an original 
theater performance beginning at 
8 p.m. in 121 West Hall. 
Conjunto music, the traditional 
Hispanic music which developed 
in northern Mexico and what is 
now the soutwest United States, 
will be featured in a concert by ac- 
cordianist Santiago Jimenez. 
Nominated for a Grammy award 
this year. Jimenez, who plays the 
traditional button accordian, tours 
throughout the U.S. and Europe. 
Tickets for the concert are $5 
for students and $ 7 for nonstu- 
dents They may be purchased at 
the Moore Musical Arts Center 
box office. 
The final event of the month will 
be an Hispanic Scholarship Dinner 
and Dance The dinner will begin 
at 5:30 p.m. at the Days Inn in 
Bowling Green (1550 E  Wooster 
St.). The cost is $9.50 for stu- 
dents and $12.50 for others, with 
the proceeds going toward en- 
dowed scholarships for Hispanic 
students. The cost for people 
wishing to attend only the dance, 
which begins at 8 p.m.. is $5. 
Although this year's focus is ar- 
tistic, the Latino Student Union is 
still willing to make presentations 
to any on campus group who is in- 
terested. For more information call 
the Latino Student Union at 
372-8325 
The next meeting of the Latino 
Student Union is on Monday Sept. 
23 at 9 p.m. in the second floor 
lounge of the Student Services 
Building. 
CM 
CO 
Oil 
CO 
CM 
CM 
19 a.m.-4 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
Visions From the Silk Road.'by 
I artist Philip Sugden Free and open 
I to all Ftne Arts Gallery 
110 a.m.-6 p.m. - UAO Print Sal* 
1 Open to all Lenhart Grand 
| Ballroom. University Union 
1:30 p.m.-Meeting 
National Student Exchange 
Information Session Free and open 
lo all who RSVP Sponsored by 
Cooperative Education Office 
Faculty Lounge. University Union 
3:30 p.m. - Economics 
Colloquium Serial 
Dr Marc Jarsudc. University of 
Notre Dame. Free and open to all 
4000 Business Administration 
7 p.m. - Volleyball 
BGSUvs Central Michigan 
University Anderson Arena 
7:30 p.m. - Fellowship 
Free and open to all Sponsored by 
University Lutheran Chapel  1124 
E Wooater 
7:30 p.m - Geology Lecture 
Henry Darcy Distinguished 
Lecturer Series, featuring Dr 
Stephen Wheatcraft Free and 
open to all Sponsored by National 
Water Wei Association 95 
Overman Hall 
8 p.m.-midnight - Jau Night 
50 cents or 2 aluminum cans 
Open to all Sponsored by Phi Beta 
Sigma Fraternity AmaniRoorn. 
Commons. 
B p.m. - Planetarium Show 
'Destination Universe. Our Future 
in Space " $ 1 donation suggested 
Open to all Planetarium 
1,10 p.m.-UAO Movie 
"Ahce " $ 1   50 with 8GSU I D 210 
Math Science 
Midnight - UAO Movie 
"Everything You Always Wanted To 
Know About Sex' ('outwore 
afraid to ask}  '$1 50 with BGSU 
ID 210 Math Science 
111 a.m.-l p.m. - Weighthlting 
I Clinic 
I Weight Room Awareness Clime 
I Free and open lo SRC members 
I Gallery mezzanine. Student 
■ Recreation Cenler 
|l :30 p.m. -Football 
I BGSU VS. University of Cincinnati 
| Doyt Perry Stadium. 
2 p.m. - Soccer 
BGSUvs Western Michigan 
University Cochrane Field 
7 p.m. - Volleyball 
BGSU vs Eastern Michigan 
University Anderson Arena 
8.10 p.m.-UAOMovie 
Alice  '$1 50wrthBGSUlD 210 
Math Science 
12a.m.-UAOMovie 
"Everything You Always Wanted To 
Know About Sex' (' but ware 
afraid to ask) "$1 50 with BGSU 
ID 210 Math Science 
|8,10 a.m. - Church Services 
1st John's Episcopal Church, 1509 
IE Wooster 
Is, 10 a.m., Noon - Church 
■Services 
■St. Aloysius Church, 150 S. 
■Enterprise 
[8:30,11 a.m. - Church Services 
1st Marks Lutheran Church. 316 
|S College (Sunday school at 9 45 
9, 11 a.m. - Church Services 
First United Methodist Church. 
1506E Wooster 
9:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Grace Brethren Church, 121 S. 
Enterprise 
10 a.m. - Church Service 
Prout Chapel 
10 a.m. - Church Service 
First Presbyterian Church, 126 S. 
Church. 
10,11:30a.m., 7 p.m.-Church 
Services 
St Thomas More Parish, 425 
Thurstin 
10 a.m.. S p.m. - Church Services 
Dayspring Assembly of God, 
I7360N Dixie Highway 
10:15 a.m. - Church Service 
Christ Community Church. 123 
Court St 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Peace Lutheran Church, 1028 
West Pearl (Sunday school at 9 15 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Agape Church of Prayer United 
Christian Fellowship. 313 Thurstin 
(Bible study at 9.30 a.m.). 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Trinity United Methodist Church, 
200 N Summit (Sunday school at 
9:15am ) 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
University Lutheran Chapel. 1124 
E Wooster 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
University Christian Church. 1040 
Choral Rehearsal Hall. Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
10:30 a.m., 6 p.m. - Church 
Services 
First Baptist Church 749 S 
Wintorgarden 
10:30 a.m., 8:30 p.m. - Church 
Services 
Village View Church of Christ 801 
West Poe Rd 
10:45 a.m. - Church Service 
First Christian Church, 875 
Haskins (Sunday school at 9:30 
am). 
10:45 a.m. - Church Service 
Faith Temple, 1 75 Stale St 
(Sunday school at 10 a.m.). 
10:45 a.m. - Church Service 
Deliverance Tabernacle Church of 
God. 17202 N Mercer (Sunday 
school at 930 a.m.). 
11 a.m. - Church Service 
Maumee Valley Unitarian 
Universalist Congregation SchaHer 
Hal. 130W Indiana. Perrysburg 
(Religious education at 10 a.m.). 
11 a.m. - Church Service 
Foursquare Gospel Church 205 
Sandridge 
11 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church Services 
New Horizon Pentecostal Church 
ol God. 620 Second St (Sunday 
school at 10am ) 
Noon - Tricycle Race 
Sponsored by Alpha Xi Delta 
Sorority Parking lot, Student 
Services Building 
2-5 p.m. -Art Exhibit 
Visions From the Silk Road," by 
artist Philip Sugden Free and open 
to all Fine Arts Gallery 
5:30 p.m. - Meeting 
World Student Association Free 
and open to afl 11th floor. 
Offenhauer West 
8:30 p.m. - Church Service 
Faith Temple. 1 75 State St 
7:30 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
"Destination Universe. Our Future 
in Space " $1 donation suggested 
Open to all Planetarium 
S p.m. - Concert 
fvan Hammond, tuba, and Richard 
Cioffah, piano. Free and open to all 
Faculty Artist Series. Bryan Recital 
Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center 
|9a.m.-4p.m. - Art Exhibit 
I "Visions From the Silk Road." by 
I artist Philip Sugden Free and open 
I to all Fine Arts Gallery 
LwV 10 a.m.-2 p.m. - Voter 
| Registration 
I Sponsored by Registration 
I Coalition University Union Foyer 
I and Oval 
4:30-6 p.m. - Discussion Group 
"Discovering New Paths " Free and 
open to all Sponsored by Men's 
Discussion Group Faculty Lounge. 
University Union. 
8:30 p.m. - Meeting 
Amnesty International Free and 
open to all 306 Hanna 
CM 
CO 
7 p.m.-Meeting 
Christian Student Fellowship Free 
and open to all Capital Room 
7 p.m.-Meeting 
Students for Ethical Treatment ot 
Animals Free and open lo aH 
United Christian Fellowship Center. 
313 Thurstin 
7:30-9 p.m. - Bible Study 
Free and open to aft Sponsored by 
Christian Outreach Ministry Taft 
Room. University Union 
7:30-9 p.m. - Seminar 
"Time Out for Catholicism " Free 
and open to all Antioch Library. St 
Thomas More Church, 425 
Thurstin 
8 p.m.-Meeting 
Students tor Life Free and open to 
al Faculty Lounge. University 
Union 
8-9 p.m.-Meeting 
Chnstian Science Organization 
Free and open to all Canal Room. 
University Union 
8 p.m. - International Film 
Series 
Aekta Queen of Mars," (1924) 
USSR Free and open to all Gish 
Film Theatre, Hanna Hal 
I 7:30 a.m. - Bible Breakfast 
P^J Open to aH University Lutheran 
F^9 Chapel, 1124 E Wooster 
I 9 a.m-4 p.m.-Art Exhibit 
I "Visions From the Silk Road," by 
I artist Philip Sugden. Free and open 
I to all. Fine Arts Gallery 
10 a.m.-2 p.m. - Voter 
Registration 
Sponsored by Registration 
Coalition University Union Foyer 
and Oval 
10:30 a.m .-Noon - Discussion 
Group 
Afro American Antiquity and 
Modern Racial History " Open lo 
faculty and students Sponsored by 
People for Racial Justice Amani 
Room. Commons Building CM 
CO 
11 a.m.-Bible Study 
Free and open to all United 
Christian Fellowship Center ,313 
Thurstin 
6 p.m. - Deadline 
Elementary Education Methods 
Applications Forms available m 
529 Education 806 
Administration. 
6-7:30 p.m.- BGSU Karate Club 
Open to al Gym, Eppler Center 
7 p.m. - Happy Hours 
Open to all Sponsored by National 
Student Speech Language I leering 
Association M T Muggs. 1414 E 
Wooster 
S p.m. - Concert 
Graduate and undergraduate music 
students. Free and open to aH 
Student Compoaer's Forum. Bryan 
Recital Hall. Moore Musical Arts 
Center 
S p.m. - Planetarium Show 
"Desanation Universe. Our Future 
In Space '$1 donation sugoesled 
Open to all Planetarium 
CM 
8 p.m. - Workshop 
Student organization treasurer's 
workshop Open to al organization 
treasurers Sponsored by S OLD 
Organization and Student Activities 
and Orientation  115 Education 
Building 
9:15-10:15 p.m. - Ice Skating 
BGSU Skating Club Free and open 
to ail Ice Arena. 
11:30 a.m. - Academic Advisers 
or hearing impaired maiors 444 
(Education Building 
a.m.-4 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
Visions From the Silk Road." by 
ist Philip Sugden Free and open 
Ito al. Fine Arts Gallery 
10a.m.-2 p.m.-Voter 
Registration 
Sponsored by Registration 
Coalition University Union Foyer 
and Oval 
Noon-l p.m. - Student Forum 
President Olscamp's Open Forum. 
Free and open to al Chart Room. 
221 McFall Center 
3 p.m. - Women's Tennis 
BGSU at Hillsdale College 
HiUsdale. Mich 
3:30 p.m. - Fall Workshop Series 
CO     Lecture Notetaking. A New Slant " 
Free and open to al Call 
372-6840 to register. Sponsored 
by Study Skills Lab 2l3Moseley 
4 p.m. - Soccer 
BGSU at Ohio State University 
Columbus. 
7 p.m. - Meeting 
Progressive Student Organization 
Free and open to all University 
Christian Fellowship Center. 313 
Thurstin 
7:30 p.m. - Lecture 
"Women in Science: Myth and 
Realities,   by Dr Judith B Moody 
Free and open to all Sponsored by 
Association or Women 
Geoscientists 95 Overman Hal 
5 p.m. - Concert 
Paul Hunt, trombone Free and 
open to all Faculty Artist Series 
Bryan Recital Hal. Moore Musical 
Arts Center. 
9 p.m. - Meeting 
Peace CoTktion Free and open to 
all United Chnstian Fellowship 
Center, 313 Thurstin 
9:15 p.m.-Meeting 
Resident Student Aesociation Free 
and open to on-campus students 
Second floor. Student Services 
Budding 
9:30 p.m. - Reflections and 
Devotions 
Free and open to all University 
Lutheran Chapel, 1124 E. 
Wooster 
110 a.m -2 p.m. - Voter 
I Registration 
■ Sponsored by Registration 
I Coalition University Union Foyer 
land Oval 
IS p.m.-Meeting 
[Students To Elect A Mayor Free 
land open to al 101 Business 
| Administration 
8-7:30 p.m.- BGSU Karate Club 
Registration lee Open to al Gym, 
Eppler Center. 
8-9 p.m. - Meeting 
"Co-Op and Cosby " Free and 
open to al Sponsored by 
Cooperative Education Program 
Amani Room, Commons 
7:30 p.m. - Variety Show 
Thursday Night Live Free and open 
to al. Sponsored by BGSU Bible 
Studies. Ice Arena lounge 
8:30 p.m. - Meeting 
Lesbian and Gay Attance Free and 
open to al United Christian 
Fellowship 
I** 
CM 
CO 
CM 
CO 
CM 
9 p.m. - UAO Classic Movie 
"Plan 9 From Outer Space" Free 
and open to all Gish Film Theater. 
Hanna Hall 
9:15 p.m. - Pledge Ceremony 
Sponsored by Panhellenic Council 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom. University 
Union 
I Ml a.m. - Breakfast Lecture 
I "Economic Development that 
I Works." by John L Kovach.     . 
[$4 50 Open to all. RSVP to 
1372 2424 Sponsored by Office of 
I University Relations Mileti Alumni 
I Center 
110 a.m.-2 p.m. - Voter 
I Registration 
I Sponsored by Registration 
I Coalition University Union Foyer 
and Oval. 
10:30p.m.-Fall Workshop 
Series 
"Lecture Notetaking A New Slant " 
Free and open to al Call 
372-8840 to register Sponsored 
by Study Skills Lab 213MoseJey 
Noon - Student Luncheon 
$ 1 donation Open to al. United 
Christian Fellowship Center. 313 
Thurstin 
2:30 p.m. - Women's Tennis 
BGSUvs Xavier University 
5 p.m. - UAO Trip 
Au Sable River canoe trip $49 for 
tnp. transportation, tents Open to 
al Sponsored by Outdoor 
Recreation Committee Sign up m 
UAO office, 3rd floor University 
Union 
7:30 p.m.-Fellowship 
Free and open to all Sponsored by 
University Lutheran Chapel. 1124 
E Wooster 
7:30 p.m - Volleyball 
BGSU at Western Michigan 
University Kalamazoo 
8 p.m. - Concert 
Dave Brubeck Quartet Call 
372-8171 for ticket info Festival 
Series. Kobacker Hall. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
8 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
"Destination Universe. Our Future 
m Space " $ 1 donation suggested 
Open to all Planetarium 
8 p.m.-UAO Movie 
"Fast Times at Ridgemont High " 
$1.50 with BGSU ID. 210 
Math-Science 
10 p.m., midnight - UAO Movie 
"Animal House" $1.50 with 
BGSU I.O. 210 Math-Science. 
19 a.m.-4 p.m. - Leadership 
I Seminar 
I Andy Mozenter. Director. People 
I Tech. Inc $10 includes lunch 
I Open to al. SOL D Organization 
I and Student Activities and 
I Orientation Lenhart Grand 
IBallroom. University Union. 
I Noon -Pie-eating Contest 
I Sponsored by Pi Kappa Alpha 
I Fraternity Northeast Commons 
1 p.m. - Rugby 
BGSUvs Eastern Kentucky 
University College Park Rugby 
Field 
1:30 p.m.-Football 
BGSU at U S Naval Academy 
Annapolis. Md 
2 p.m. - Soccer 
BGSU at Marquette University 
Milwaukee. 
p.m. - UAO Movie 
"Fast Times at Ridgemont High " 
$1.50 with BGSU ID 210 
Math Science 
8 p.m-Midnight - German Night 
Dance 
Pariah social function "The 
Continentals" wfl perform. St. 
Thomas More. 425 Thurstin. 
10 p.m.. Midnight - UAO Movie 
"Animal House" $1.50 with 
BGSU 1.0.210 Math-Science. 
18,10 a.m.-Church Services 
[■■■ St Johns Episcopal Church. 1509 
"'HE Wooster 
16,10 a.m.. Noon - Church 
I Services 
ISI AloysiusChurch  1508 
| Enterprise 
8:30.11 a.m. - Church Sarvlcaa 
St Mark's Lutheran Church, 31 5 
S College (Sunday school at 9 45 
a.m.). 
0,11 a.m. - Church Sarvlcaa 
First United Methodiat Church. 
1506E Wooater 
8:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Grace Brethren Church. 121 S. 
*W|   Enterprise 
10 a.m. - Church Service 
Proul Chapel 
10 a.m. - Church Servlca 
First Presbyterian Church. 126 S 
Church 
10.11:30 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church 
Service! 
St Thomas More Pansh. 425 
Thurstin 
10 a.m., 6 p.m. - Church Sarvlcaa 
Daysprmg Assembly of God. 
1 7360 N Dixie Highway 
10:1 S a.m. - Church Service 
Christ Community Church, 123 
Court SI 
10:30 a.m. - Church Servlca 
Peace Lutheran Church, 1026 
West Peart (Sunday school at 9 1 5 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Agape Church of Prayer United 
Christian Fellowship Center. 313 
Thurstin (Bible study at 9 30 a m ) 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Trinity United Methodist Church. 
200 N Summit (Sunday school at 
915 a.m.) 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
University Lutheran Chapel, 1124 
E Wooster 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
University Christian Church. 1040 
Choral Rehearsal Hall, Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
10:30 a.m., 0 p.m. - Church 
Services 
First Baptist Church 749 S 
Wmtergarden 
10:30 a.m., 6:30 p.m. - Church 
Services 
Village View Church of Christ 801 
West Poe Rd 
10:45 a.m. - Church Service 
First Christian Church. 675 
Haakms (Sunday school at 9 30 
a.m.) 
10:45 a.m. - Church Service 
Faith Temple .175 State St 
(Sunday school at 10 a.m.). 
10:45 a.m. - Church Service 
Deliverance Tabernacle Church of 
God. 17202 N Mercer (Sunday 
school at 9 30 a.m ) 
11 a.m. - Church Service 
Maumee Valley Unitarian 
Unrversabst Congregation. Schaller 
Hall. 130W Indiana. Perrysburg 
(Refcgious education at 10am) 
11 a.m. - Church Service 
Foursquare Gospel Church 205 
Sandndge 
11 a.m.. 7 p.m. - Church Services 
New Horizon Pentecostal Church 
of God. 620 Second St (Sunday 
school at 10 a.m.) 
1 p.m. - Soccer 
BGSU at DePaul University 
Chicago 
3 p.m.-Volleyball 
BGSU va Southern lllinoia 
University Anderson Arena 
5:30 p.m.-Meeting 
World Student Association Free 
and open to a* 11th floor. 
Otfenhauer West 
0 p.m. - Concert 
Christian music, featuring Mark 
Harris Free and open to all United 
Christian Fellowship Center, 313 
Thurstin 
0:30 p.m. - Church Service 
Faith Temple. 1 75 Stale St 
7:30 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
Destination. Universe, Our Future 
in Space." $1 donation suggested 
Open lo all Planetarium 
8 p.m. - Concert 
College of Musical Arts faculty and 
students Free and open lo all 
Bryan Chamber Series, sponsored 
by College of Musical Arts. Bryan 
Recital Hall. Moore Musical Arts 
Center 
I 4:30 p.m. - Fall Workshop Series 
p™fj "Textbook Reading Humanities 
| and Science." Free Call 
I 372-8840 to register Sponsored 
I by Study Skills Lab. 213 Mosely 
14:30-6 p.m. - Discussion Group 
I "Discovering New Paths " Free and 
I open to all Sponsored by Men's 
I Discussion Group Faculty Lounge. 
I University Union. 
6:30 p.m. - Meeting 
Amnesty International. Free and 
open to all 306 Hanna Has 
7 p.m.-Auditions 
"The Fourposter," by Jan De 
Hartog Open to all BGSU theatre 
production 405 University Hall 
CO 
7 p.m.-Meeting 
Christian Student Fellowship. Free 
and open to all Capital Room. 
University Union 
7 p.m.-Meeting 
Students for Ethical Treatment of 
Animals Free and open toad 
United Christian Fellowship Center. 
313 Thurstin 
7-0:30 p.m. - Seminar 
Strategies for the Intrepid Job 
Hunter" Free and open to all 
Sponsored by University 
Placement Services Lenhart Grand 
Balroom. University Union. 
7:30-9 p.m.-Bible Study 
Free and open load Sponsored by 
Christian Outreach Ministry Taft 
Room, University Union 
7:30-0 p.m. - Seminar 
"Time Out tor Catholicism " Free 
and open to aN. Antioch Library. St 
Thomas More Church, 425 
Thurstin 
6 p.m. - Meeting 
Students tor Life Free and open to 
all Faculty Lounge. University 
Union 
8-9 p.m. - Meeting 
Christian Science Organization 
Free and open to all Canal Room, 
University Union. 
8 p.m. - International Film Series 
"Ran," (1985) Japan Free and 
open to aN Gish Film Theatre. 
Hanna Hall 
I 7:30 a.m. - Bible Breaktaat 
I Open to all University Lutheran 
I Chapel. 1124 E Wooater 
IB a.m. - Hiapanlc Heritage Month 
I Official opening President Paul 
I Otscsmp will speak Free and open 
I to all McFal Center Gallery 
| • a.m-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
'IHISPANIA'." works by Hispanic 
I artists from Ohio Free and open to 
I aN BGSU McFall Center Gallery 
11 a.m.-Bible Study 
Free and open to all United 
Christian Fellowship Center. 313 
Thurstin. 
4:30 p.m. - Fall Workshop Series 
"Textbook Reading: Humanities 
and Science." Free Cad 
372-8640 to register Sponsored 
by Study Skats Lab 2i3Mosely 
6-7:30 p.m.- BOSU Karate Club 
rWghrtrsBon fee. Open to ad Gym. 
Eppler Center 
7 p.m.-Auditions 
"The Fourposter." by Jan De 
Hartog Open to al BGSU theatre 
production 405 University Had 
8 p.m. - Lecture 
Dr Febcity Rosslyn Free and open 
to all Sponsored by Departments 
ol English 220 Math-Science 
8 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
"Destination Universe, Our Future 
m Space    $1 donation suggested. 
Open to all Planalanum 
0;15-10:15 p.m. - Ice Skating 
BGSU Skating Club Free and open 
to all IceArona 
[ a a.m-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
' i HISPANIA','' works by Hispanic 
I artists from Ohio Free and open to 
all BGSU McFall Center Gallery 
I 0-11 30 a.m. - Academic 
I Advisement 
I For hearing impaired majors 444 
[ Education Building. 
3:30 p.m. - Biology Seminar 
Dr Nancy Martm. University of 
Louisville School ol Medicine Free 
and open to all Sponsored by 
Department ol Biological Sciences. 
112 Life Science 
3:30 p.m. - Fall Workshop Series 
"Library Know How " Free and 
open Call 372 8840 to register 
Sponsored by Study Skills Lab 
Ol    ' 26 Jerome Library. 
4 p.m. - Soccer 
BGSU vs Miami University 
Cochrane Field 
4 p.m. - Intramurals 
Men's flag football entries due 108 
Student Recreation Center 
7 p.m.-Mealing 
Progressive Student Organization 
Free and open to ad University 
Christian Fellowship 
8 p.m.-Meeting 
Fashion Merchandising 
Association McFall Assembly 
Room 
9 p.m. -Meeting 
Peace Coalition Free and open lo 
ad United Christian Fellowship 
Center, 313 Thurstin 
0:15 p.m.-Meeting 
Resident Student Association Free 
and open to on campus students 
Second floor. Student Services 
Building. 
8:30 p.m. - Reflections and 
Devotions 
Free and open to ad. University 
Lutheran Chapel. 1124E 
Wooster 
Ba.rn.-5p.rn. -Art Exhibit 
I IHISPANIA".   works by Hispanic 
I artists from Ohio Free and open lo 
L-»Baa BGSU McFall Center Gallery 
14 p.m. -Intramurals 
I Women s Hag foolbad entries due 
1108 Student Recreation Center 
3:30 p.m. - Fall Workshop Series 
"LibraryKnow How "Freeand 
open. Call 372 8840 to register 
Sponsored by Study Skids Lab 
Conference Room. Jerome Ubrary 
8 p.m.-Meeting 
Students To Elect A Mayor Free 
and open to all  101 Business 
Administration 
8-7:30 p.m. - BGSU Karate Club 
Registration lee Open to ad Gym. 
Eppler Center 
7:30 p.m. - Variety Show 
Thursday Night Live  Free and open 
to ad Sponsored by BGSU Bible 
Studies Ice Arena lounge 
8 p.m. - New Music and Arts 
Festival 
Various artists Free and open lo 
ad Sponsored by College of 
Musical Arts and School of Art 
Kobacker Had. Moore Musical Arts 
Center. 
CO 
a p.m. - Theatre Production 
' The Glass Menagerie,   by 
Tennessee Williams $6 Adult. $4 
Seniors Students by reservation 
Eve Mane Saml Theatre. University 
Hall 
8 30 p.m. - Meeting 
Lesbian .ind Gay Alliance   Free and 
open to all United Christian 
Fellowship 
9 p.m. - UAO Classic Movie 
Rebecca' Free and open lo all 
Gish FJm Theater. Hanna Hall 
[a a.m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
'HISPANIA'.   works by Hispanic 
artists from Ohio Free and open to 
all BGSU McFall Center Gallery 
9 a.m. - New Music and Art 
| Festival Discussion 
"Composer lo Composer A 
Dialogue with Anthony Braxton." 
I Free and open to all Sponsored by 
I College of Musical Arts and School 
of Art Kobacker Hall Moore 
| Musical Arts Center 
10:30 a.m. - New Music and Art 
Festival Concert 
Various artists Free and open to 
ad Sponsored by College of 
Musical Arts and School ol Art 
Bryan Recital Had. Moore Musical 
Arts Center. 
Noon - Student Luncheon 
$1 donation. Open toad United 
Christian Fellowship Center, 313 
Thurstin 
2:30 p.m. - New Music and Art 
Festival Concert 
Bowling Green String Quartet Free 
and open to all Sponsored by 
College ol Musical Arts and School 
ol Art Bryan Recital Had. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
3:30 p.m. - New Music and Art 
Festival 
Performance artist Sha Sha Higby 
Free and open to all Sponsored by 
College of Musical Arts and School 
of Art Kobacker Had. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
6:30 p.m. - New Music snd Art 
Festival Lecture 
"African American Art and Music." 
by Wilhs Davis Free and open to 
ad Sponsored by College of 
Musical Arts and School of Art 204. 
Fine Arts Gallery 
7:30 p.m. - New Music and Art 
Festival Art Exhibit 
"African American Self-Portraits. 
Standing With/Withstanding." Free 
and open lo ad Sponsored by 
College of Musical Arts and School 
of Art Fine Arts GaNery. 
8 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
Destination Universe. Our Future 
m Space " S1 donation suggested 
Open to ad Planalanum 
8 p.m. - Theatre Production 
1
 The Glass Menagerie,   by 
Tennessee Williams $6 Adult, $4 
Seniors'Students by reservation 
Eve Mane Saml Theatre. University 
Had 
8,10p.m.-UAOMovie 
"Strange Brew " $ 1 50 with BGSU 
ID 210 Math Science 
Midnight - UAO Movie 
Porky SS1 50 with BGSU ID 
210 Math Science 
9 p.m. - New Music and Art 
Festival Concert 
Composer instrumentalist Anthony 
Braxton Free and open to ad 
Sponsored by Codege of Musical 
Arts and School ol Art Kobacker 
Had. Moore Musical Arts Center 
1:30 p.m.-Football 
BGSU vs Central Michigan 
University Doyt Perry Field 
1:30 p.m.-Soccer 
BGSU al Central Michigan 
I University Mount Pleasant 
2:30 p.m. - New Music and Art 
Festival Discussion 
"Making Art. Making MUSK: 1991 
Expressing Difference " Free and 
open to ad Sponsored by Codege 
of Musical Arts and School of Art 
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical 
Arts Center 
4 p.m. - New Music and Art 
Festival Concert 
Kasuma Sari Gamelan Ensemble 
and various artists Free and open 
■n     toad Sponsored by Codege of 
Musical Arts and School of Art 
Kobacker Had. Moore Musical Arts 
Center 
8 p.m. - New Music and Art 
Festival Concert 
Aeaualis and various artists Free 
and open lo all Sponsored by 
Codege of Musical Arts and School 
of Art Kobacker Had. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
8 p.m. - Theatre Production 
"The Glass Menagerie." by 
Tennessee Wfliams $6 Adult. $4 
Seniors Students by reservation 
Eve Mane Saint Theatre. University 
Had 
8,10 p.m.-UAO Movie 
Strange Brew " $ 1 50 with BGSU 
ID 210 Math Science 
Midnight - UAO Movie 
"Porkya"S1 50withBGSUID 
210 Math Science 
18,10 a.m. - Church Services 
ISt. John's Episcopal Church. 1509 
IE Wooster 
I 8, 10 a.m , Noon -Church 
I Services 
1st Aloysius Church. 150S 
I Enterprise 
18:30,11 a.m. - Church Services 
1st Marks Lutheran Church. 315 
Is College (Sunday school at 9:45 
9,11 a.m. - Church Services 
First United Methodist Church. 
1506E Wooster 
9:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Grace Brethren Church. 121 S 
Enterprise 
10 a.m. - Church Service 
Prout Chapel 
11 a.m. - New Music and Art 
Festival Seminar 
Music composition, by composer 
Lou Harrison Free and open to ad 
Sponsored by College of Musical 
Arts and School of Art 2102 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
1 -8 p.m. - Putt-Putt Tournament 
Sponsored by Alpha Ormcron PI 
Sorority Pengnne Pond 
2 p.m. - Theatre Production 
"The Glass Menagerie." by 
Tennessee Widiams $6 Adult. $4 
Seniors/Students by reservation 
Eve Marie Saint Theatre. University 
Hall 
3 p.m. - New Music and Art 
Festival Concert 
Bowling Green Pfwharmonia Free 
and open to ad Sponsored by 
College of Musical Arts and School 
of Art Kobacker Had. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
5:30 p.m.-Mealing 
World Student Association Free 
and open to ad. 11th floor, 
Oftenhauer West 
6:30 p.m. - Church Service 
Faith Temple. 175 State St. 
7:30 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
Destination Universe. Our Future 
m Space $1 donation suggested 
Open to ad Planatarium. 
A first-person look 
'Fit-For-AN' aerobics provides exercise for all 
Health Promotion major Deena Poulos instructs step aerobics partici- 
pants at the Student Recreation Center /Photo by Todd Swanson) 
Leadership Conference Sept. 28 
Leadership styles, team building 
tactics and personal growth are 
the subjects to be discussed at 
this year's Student Leadership 
Training Seminar at the Lenhart 
Grand Ballroom 9 am to 4 p.m. 
Saturday, Sept. 28 
Presenting the seminar tor the 
third time at the University will be 
Andy Mozenter, owner of Peo- 
pletech. 
The seminar will not only teach 
leadership, but also stress motiva- 
tion and self-confidence, as well 
as teaching students methods of 
developing trust and committment 
in others to maximize group parti- 
cipation. 
Other topics covered will be es- 
tablishing clear goals, expressing 
one's opinions, accepting others 
in small group discussion, and ins- 
piring and developing leadership in 
others. 
Also, by building self- 
confidence and making partici- 
pants realize their personal 
strengths the seminar aims to give 
students a better understanding of 
leadership styles. 
The seminar consists of small 
group exercises and is "a very 
energetic conference," says Deb 
Helm of the office of Student Activ- 
ities and Orientation. 
The seminar, sponsored by Stu- 
dent Activities and Orientation and 
SOLD, is open lo members of 
all student organizations 
The cost is $10 For more in- 
formation call Deb Helm at 
372-2843. 
German Night is reborn 
Since the mid 1970s the annual 
German Night Dance has been a 
tradition where students and year 
around residents socialize with 
one another. After a five year hia- 
tus, the dance continues 8 p.m. to 
midnight Saturday, Sept 28. 
There will be food and dancing 
with music provided by "The Con- 
tinentals," a German band from 
Rossford. Ohio. 
The event is a "parish growing 
function," according to Cathy 
Snyder of the dance committee, 
adding that social gatherings help 
the parish form a sense of com- 
munity and grow together. 
Aequalis. the Boston-based trio that specializes in being on the cutting 
edge of new American music, win perform Saturday. Oct. 5. at 8 p.m. 
in Kobacker Hat. Moore Musical Arts Center. Cellist Elizabeth Mohr, 
pianist Fred Bronstein and percussionist Michael Parota are appearing 
In the Forefront Series and as part of the 12th annual New Music and 
Art Festival. (Photo Courtesy Public Relations) 
By Tom Rodda 
Editor 
When I first heard about it I was 
about 13 years old and didn't think 
I would ever do it. I admired Jane 
Fonda for making famous a kind of 
exercise that was said to be both 
fun and beneficial to the body and 
spirit. 
I had always hated exercise be- 
cause it hurt, I didn't ever seem to 
get anything out of it, and every- 
one else seemed to be better at it 
then me. Besides, aerobics was 
always stereotyped to be for 
women. 
When I came to Bowling Green 
some of the people in my resi- 
dence hall went over to the Stu- 
dent Recreation every other day 
fo work out and I went along and 
sat in the whirlpool while engaging 
in the "sport" of watching the op- 
posite sex. Not having much luck 
with this sport, I started watching 
"Fit-For-AII" aerobics and began 
to admire the amount of energy 
participants put into it. 
One day, I went from spectator 
to participant, as some of my 
friends asked me if I wanted to do 
aerobics With the support of my 
male friends I made the leap into 
this form of exercise. The rest is 
history, as I've been an active par- 
ticipant of aerobic exercise for 
more than four years. 
Even though aerobics is not a 
stereotypical macho sport like 
Performance artist Sha Sha Hi 
gby. who approaches dance 
through the medium of sculpture, 
will present her new work "The 
Pineapple Sunset" 3 30 p.m Fri- 
day. Oct. 4 in Kobacker Hall She 
will appear as part ot the 12th an- 
nual New Music and Art Festival 
(Photo courtesy Public Relations) 
weightlifting, it has many benefits 
that lifting weights cannot offer. 
Since starting aerobics, I have 
increased my endurance, lowered 
my blood pressure, strengthened 
my muscles, decreased my body 
fat. and gained lines and ripples 
that I never thought possible. It's 
the only exercise I know of that 
gives me more definiton and less 
fat in every major muscle group. 
Aerobics also builds heart and 
lung endurance. According to 
some studies, it reduces blood 
pressure and increases high den- 
sity lipoproteins (HDLS). HDLS are 
the desirable form of cholesterol 
that actually clean the arteries, ab- 
sorbing low density lipoproteins 
(so-called "bad cholesterol"). 
Every aerobic session, whether 
at the University or with a private 
instructor, has two parts. The first 
is a warmup and stretching routine 
before the actual exercise begins 
The difficulty builds to a peak and 
then there is a cool down Mus- 
cles exercised include the qua- 
druceps, calves, biceps triceps 
and pectorals. 
Then there are floor routines 
which include exercise for leg and 
abdominal muscles There are 
stretches at the end of both parts. 
There are many different skill 
levels including both high and low 
intensity sessions, as well a Wet 
Workout (aerobics in the pool) 
New this year at the University is 
step aerobics. Step aerobics 
combines regular aerobics with 
simulated stairclimbing. Each par- 
ticipant uses a four-inch bench 
and, following the instructor's 
lead, steps on and off of the 
bench Many people stack one 
bench on top of another to get a 
more strenous workout. 
Interest in Step Aerobics has 
been so great that people must ar- 
rive 30 minutes early to secure a 
bench. More benches have been 
ordered. 
Step aerobics provides the 
exercise benefits of running and 
high intensity aerobics, without 
putting as much stress on the 
joints, according to Lauren Mang- 
ili, Assistant Director of the Stu- 
dent Recreation Center. 
Freestyle aerobics meet Mon- 
day thru Thursday from 6:30-7:45 
p.m High intensity aerobics ses- 
sions are weekdays noon-1 p.m., 
and Monday thru Thursday 
4:30-5:30 p.m. as well as 
5:15-6:1 5 p.m. Additional high in- 
tensity sessions are Friday and 
Sunday 5:30-6:30 p.m. Low in- 
tensity takes place Monday thru 
Thursday from 5:30-6:30 p.m. 
The wet class is Tuesday and 
Thursday from 5:30-6:30 p.m 
Step aerobics ar > weekdays from 
4-5 p.m andfi ■ Wednes- 
day and Friday from       "5-12:45 
p.m.    For more informs. 
372-2711. 
AOP prepares for Goofy Golf 
putt-putt tournament Oct. 6 
towtiae anna srtri um¥iasnr 
It's time once again to shine up 
your clubs, practice those swings, 
put on your best plaid golf attire, 
and join Alpha Omicron Pi for the 
Third Annual Putt-Putt Tourna- 
ment. 
Taking place 1 -6 p.m. Sunday 
Oct. 6, the tournament consists of 
nine holes 
There will be two first place 
awards for the fraternity and soror- 
ity with the least number of 
strokes. There will also be two 
Goofy Golfer awards, given to the 
fraternity and sorority sporting the 
goofiest attires. 
Alpha Omicron Pi will donate 
money towards arthritis research 
as part of their philanthropy. 
Trombonist Hunt to appear 
Trombonist Paul Hunt will ap- 
pear in the BGSU Faculty Artist 
Series 8 p.m. Wed. Sept. 25 in 
Bryan Recital Hall of the Moore 
Musical Arts Center. Assisting 
Hunt will be faculty members 
Richard Cioffari, piano, and Chris- 
topher Buzzelli, guitar. 
The program, themed "Varia- 
tions," will feature 20th century 
works. 
GREEN 
Green Sheet is published by the 
Bowling Green Stale University 
Office of Student Pubications for 
students, faculty and staff. 
The next issue of Green Sheet 
will be published October 4. It will 
cover events occurtng October 
4-20. The ceadline to submit 
information for that issue Is noon 
Wednesday. October 2. 
All events must be submitted in 
writing to the Green Sheet editor. 
210 West Hall. There is no charge 
lo have an item listed. 
Editor. Tom Rodda 
Calendar: Jaaon L. Hunt 
Staff Writer. Mike Slaughter 
Production: Jackla Erlon 
